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Produce, Etc.

OFFICE : VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

America
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Apples, J? bushel ...... .......... $
H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Beans, |1 bushel ...................1 &o
1
Officeof Daily Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
Butter, V lb .............. ....
street, near Market.
Clover seed, Vlb ..................
Eggs,* dozen ...................
Liquor Btalen.
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Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
Taten Effect, TueadayJan. 1, 1878.

at
Trains. Holland*
Rapids.
“
“ “
“ t p.m.

Grand

Leave
Holland,

I 1.15a.m.
11.55a.m. f 5.15 “
9.35
3.30 p.m.

Muskegon, Peniwater
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a.

“

t

9.25

m.

\I7AL8U, H., Notary

Public, Conveyancer,

vv and Ineuranco Agent. Office,tVy
Store,8th street.

ZJrap

Selected from Rer. T. L. Cuyler, E. E.
In this fair city is no Savings Bank, but

the accomodatiugTempter
more than one Bank

has

of I/tting. I

opened

And them

here and there in the chief thoroughfares
aud on the comers. Ana in almost every

In each of

.

MATRAU,
ui imm m
KAIIiROAX),

H. C.

AN8'VTco?:pM^M™.,ld'“"'oppo,ltecsicago

receive bronze

their

deposits—

lay

went

oftentimestheir hard

in paper or

paid on these deposits Is in

coin. The only

given

One man goes into the Bank
comes out empty.
a

good character and

comes out with a certificatethat he may
become a bloated drunkard. Many a mechanic enters with a bran new coat and is
seen walking away with rags on his

•

to those

who have arrived at

in

young clerk

a

per-

fection in the manufacture of articlesof

prime necessity. The most prominent
paper manufacturer of France, whose
reputation for making superior qualities
of fine gooda is world wide, urged the
the giving of this medal of honor, in
which all his associates concurred.This
demonstrates anew that the export of
American paper, which has been stimu-

by

prevailinglow prices,

destined to increasecontinually,

have known

“situation”

Amber, and awarded Byron

lated of late

elbows.
I

still

Weston one of the special hundred prizes

a full pocket and

Another goes in with

until of late sending large quantities

into this country. The jury of experts

down

interest that

is

and

men

earned wages—

mas of merit. This decision Is all the
more remarkable when It is considered
that a large majority of the judges making
the awards were leading paper manufacturers of Italy, Austria, Russia and France
—countrieswhich have heretoforemain-

self on her fine achievements in that line,

these Banks for Losing, is a

counter, on which old men and young

4 00 gains a loss.

5

to

paper, France particularly priding her-

to be Bimiliar institutions.

with
4 ®

our
our

tained the ascendancy, especially in fine

village and hamlet of the land there seems

87M

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

Phnlcla&i

8.35 p.m.

2

L

5.25 a. m.

p.m.

®

84® 4
H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the Po*.
L«rd .................................
g ft
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of bulldSmoked Meat ................ .......... f&lO
Ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Ham ............................
® 9
Shoulders .......................
® 6
Notary Public*
Tallow, per lb ..........................® «
Turkeys. “ ........................... 9 ®10
0081, HENRY D., Real Estate and Inearance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- Chickens, dressed per lb ................ tt ® 7
lections made In Hollandand vicinity.
ITERBEEK,

Arrive

.....................

0)

Proprietors Pearl Barley, * 100 lb ..............8 00
IT of Hugger Mills: (Steam Saw and Flour
Meats, Eto.
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
Beef, dressed per lb ...................

OAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

of

medals, and ten others will obtain diplo-

“

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

is

It

triumphant Ten

others were swarded silver medals; fifteen

8 p. m., at Hope Church.

redness of eyes, and foulness of breath,
*100 1h .....................no
An Z before the Subscriber’sname will denote LTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
100 and pain of sickness, and remorse of conthe expiration of the Subscription.Two XZ sig- IX Agricultural Implements: commission agent Barley, * 100 lb ...........
Middling,
*100
lb
.................
1 00 conscience, every one who makes a deposit
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
for Mowlmt Machines* cor. 10th A River street.
lished whitout charge for subscribers.

is

manufacturersreceived gold medals; seven

The W . C. T. U. hold weekly meetings
on Wednesday afternoon, of each week at

and even some wretched women,

Grain, Feed, Etc.
H., Denier In Fresh, Salt,
Wheat, white * bushel ......
and Smoked Meata and Vegetables; paper Corn, shelled w bnshel
BusinessCards In City Directory, not over three and twine; 8th street.
Oats, * bushel .....................
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Buckwheat, * bushel .............
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubKaaufaetoriei,Xilli, Shopi, Itc.
Bran, g ton ................ ......
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

has scored soother victory ot

the Paris Exposition. This time

.

Hav, * ton .......................
8 00
....
0. 7. DOESBUBG, Editor and Publisher.
l 00
rPEN HAGE, Wm.. Dealer in all kinds of Liquors, Onions, * bushel ................
25
Beer, Cidar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and keep- Potatoes, * bushel ...............
7E8E3 Of S7BSC1IFTI0N:— 12.00 pirjiarln idunce.
Timothy Seed, * bushel ...........
2 00
er of a flue Pool Table, No. 5U Eighth street.
Wool, * lb ......................
JOB PBINTINO PBOMPTLT AND NBATLT DONB.
Wsgou&akeriand Blackialthi.
Wood, Steves, Etc,
.....................$ 2 50
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
rvIJKKMA J. A C. Wagon and Blacksmith Cordwood, maple, dry
green ................... 2 00
Shop.
Horse-shoeing
and
all kinds of repairOne square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
beach, dry ..... ............ 2 00
ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River.
for llrst insertion,and 25 cents for each subse‘* green ................1 75
quent insertion for any period under three
Hemlock Bark ..................... ®4 00
months.
Meat Kartell.
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. ®10 00
SUves, Tierce,
12 00
3 X.
6 x.
1 T.
JhUTKAU A VAN ZOEREN, New Meat Mar- Heading bolts, soft wood ........... ® 2 54
1 Square
850 5 00| 8 00
2 75
13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
2
5 0"
8 00 10 00
Stave bolts, softwood ......................
\ 3 25
kinds of sausages constautly on hand.
“
8 00 10 00 17 00
Stave bolts, hardwood ................... 8 00
)4 Column
10 00 17 00| 25 00
10
/I/’UITB, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and Railroad ties ................................
*•
17 00 25 001 40 00
Shingles, A * m ......................
’....a 2 00
JY vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
1

9

Anothir American Victory.

13

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

-

H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office

and barn on Market street. Everythingflratclass.

a weeklyHnewspaper,

SUCH?,

GONE

This tpaoe boloBgs to th« Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union.

(Our pathrtjs.

very

it will add

and

is

that

largely to the revenues

to leave his

one the Devil’s Banks. Sev-

of the country derivable from

foreign

sources.

eral prosperoustradesmen and merchants

have lost all their “business” there.
Q$oxg$ Peabody and SoeJalDxn,

Even Church members have looked in, so

seore as not to be singular or odd, and have
New Buffalo &
Some people imagine that rich men are
walked off backslidingat every step and becoming more wedded to rlchea, more
Chicago. 1 1.05 a.m. 12.15 “
* L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
Sells Tickets to principal polnta In the United risking all that was dear to them. Worst aggressive in the acquisition of wealth, at
f 5.10 “ *11 00 a.m. J3 Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich.
Stages and Canada. Through bills of Lading issued
3 25 p. m. \ 0.45 “
aud rates given for freight to all points east and than all, multitudes have gone in there the expense of the working classes. Hence
* 2.40
the agitation in favor of Socialism. There
west. Information as to rentes and connections
and given up their immortal souls.
for travellers,and rates of freightfor shippers,
may be grounds for this Imagination,but
public square.
• Mixed trains,
cheerfully furnished at the
The cashiers of all such institutions we have yet in our midst our Peter Coopt Dally except Sunday and Monday.
T EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon;
$ Dally except Saturday.
our George Peabody’s aud our Miss
±J office at residence, on Eighth sUeet, nearChL Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich. should post on their doors some such re’s,
I Mondays only.
Nightingale’s—
who think more of the
7-1 v
A
M.
L.
8.
R.
R.
crossing.
All other trainsdally except Sundays.
notice as this: “Bank for Losings, open
welfare of the struggling classes, than
All trains on this road, will be ruu by Chicago
Eastern Salt at $1.80 per barrel and at at all hoars and for all classes. Nothing many are aware of, and who employ their
time which Is 20 minutes later than Columbus Vf C CULLOCH TH08., Physician and Snrgeon,
*"X having permantly located In Holland, can wholesalefor $1.25 per barrel at
time.
taken in but good money. Nothing paid time and money In extending gooa to as
be found at Wm. Van Patten’s Drug Store. Calls
E. J. HARRINGTON.
made lu city and country day or ulirht. Acute
out but disgrace, aud disease and death. many as possible In their declining years.
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Beadand Chronicdiseases successfullytreated.ConsulDeUrium tremens given as an extra divi- One of those is an old retired physician by
tation
i4_4W
Liver is King,
the name of J. P. Mountain, whose ad.'
Takan Effect, luesday, Jan. 15, 1878.
dend to old depositors. A free pass to dress is Ogdensburg, N. Y., who has had
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician aud Surgeon.Office,
The Liver is the imperial organ of the
ITXat resii.ence,on TweUth st., aud at H. Walsh’s whole human system, as it controls the Perdition and Ruin promised to all who placed in his hands a simple cure for Con(Mag
Going South.
Drug Store.
No. 4. No. 2. STATIONS. No.*. No. 1,
life, health and happinessof man. When pay well at this counter; and good tickets sumption,Catarrh, Asthma, Headache
p. m. p.
p. ni. a. m.
it is disturbed in its proper action, all to a Drunkard’s Grave, in Potter’s Field and Nervousness. The old gentleman
OCHOUTEN,
R.
A.
City
Poysician.
Office
at
D.
8 00 12 15 Muskegon, 2 00 7 50
O R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
has means which make him independent,
kinds of ailments are the natural result.
7 25 11 41 Ferryaburg, 2 8S 8 40
at least if not in Greenwood. The chi* and he employs bis time and money in a
7 15 11 3tt Grand Haven, 2 38 8 58
The digestion of food, the movements of
6 80 11 07 Pigeon, 8 13 9 40
Phrtsgrapher.
the heart and blood, the action of the dren ofour patrons,sent without charge, to very laudable enterprise. He sends the
5 85 10 40 Holland, 3 45 11 15
bruin and nervous system, are all imme- the alms-houseor the orphan asylum. recipe free to any person sending for it,
5 07 10 18 Fillmore, 4 15 11 45
pjIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal8 55 9 30 Allegan, 5 00 1 15
diately connected with the workings of the This Bank can never fall, for its President with instructions for preparing and using,
requiring only that the party so sending
Liver. It has been successfullyproved
D. P. CLAY, Receiver,
has a long eternity in which to repay those enclose s stamp to pay the postage. He
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Saldleri.
that Green’s August Flower is unequalled
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. &
who have accepted his promises.”
has now distributed over one millioDof
ITAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in In curing all persons afflicted with DyspepI. R. R. and L. S. Jfc M. S. for Plainwell,KalamaV Harness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips; sia or Liver Complaint, and all the numer- Young men! beware of these Banks of those recipes, and in this part many have
zoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
Eighth street.
ous symptoms that result from an un- Losings. They beg and call for deposits been cured by the use of the same. It is
said to be very reliable, and those who
healthy condition of the Liver and Stomach.
Tobacco aai Cigars.
and depositors; and ball and trap with are troubled with any of those diseases
Sample
bottles
to
try,
10
cents.
Positively
§U!iiMiW f iwftarjj.
T'E ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco sold m all towns on the Western Conti- champaign or ale or bourbon— or with would do well to address the philanthropic
X Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street. nent. Three doses will prove that it is just cards, or billiardsor gay companionship; old gentleman, and have a trial of the
Attorney!.
recipe, which baa cured ao many.
what you want.
but as you value character or happiness—
-•••Watehei a&i Jewelry.

“ “
“
“
“ “

<it

f

free.

North.

m.

HOWARD,

-

^Chdm Agent, Attorney and

-

-

Every

'li'C BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
1TJL Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11

lady should get a Dress Lift for
TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, 25 cents at
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of MarE. J. HARRINGTON.
ket aud Eighth Street.

O

--

River street

Budilin’s Arnica Salve,
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,

'T'KN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent Office In Kenyon A Van Putten’s bank

X

Eighth street

.

Banking and Sxehange.

AT

AN PUTTEN JACOB,

Banking and ColDrafts bought and sold; Elghtn

T iectlng,
street.

• pJjy

barber. Hair catting, shaving,
X/ sharapoonlug, halr-dyelng, etc., done at reasonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
L.

Hotel.
Booti

14-ly

and Shoei.

TTEROLD, E., Mannfacturer of and dealer in
Xl. Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.,
Eighth street.
Comnliiloa Merchant.

DEACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchants, and
X3 dealers in Grain, Flour and Prodace. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A rlsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17
Sentiit.

EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand offlee on Eighth street,opposite Van Raalte’s
Shoe store.

vX

X

Dental Surgeon. .Performs
all operationsappertaining to DentistryIn

Art cfaUe'ry

16

°f

the

^

A.

0fllce,

0Vur

B*

P UiiQflDk'

Brugi and Mediolnei.

28-11y-e 0

The

Bartholdi’s Status of Liberty.

Walsh, Holland, Michigan.

Free of Charge,

„

gote

and examine the

who

were brought from

Florida, last spring to

Hampton

Institu-

Mr. Charles La Salle of the Courier des lute, at Hampton Roads, Va., are said to
State Unis of this city has received from be doing well. All the young men in the

improvements upon his original plan.

Paint,

true to his early training, refused, saying,

“Braves no work; squaws woik." The

It

General did not force the rale, but when
was intended he says, to have the face of Saturday came all but this “brave” were
the figure of Liberty looking toward the paid and went to the village to spend their

A special invitation is extended to all
Narrows, representing welcome to the Insuffering humanity who are afflicted with
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,IndepcndentOrder
coming
vessels from foreign shores, but
Dyspepsia,
Indigestion,
Constipation,
Sick
of Odd Fellows, holds Us regular meetings at Odd
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening Headache.Loss of Appetite, Coming up after carefully studying the effect Brookof each week
of Food, Low Spirits,Drowsiness, Yellow
lyn bridge will have when completed, he
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
Complexion. General Debility, Liver ComButkau, N. G.
has
decided that the statue should face the
plaint, Jaundice and Biliousnessto cal!
N. W. Baoon, R. 8.
at Heber Walsh’s Drug Store aud get a bridge as nearly as possible. A greater
Trial Bottle of Dr. King't California Gold- light will be thrown upon the ocean than
F. ft A. M.
A Riodlab Communicationof Unity Lodoe* en Compound free of charge and note the if the statue faced the ocean. The figure
No. 101, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hal), speedy and wonderfuleffect this remedy will
Holland, Mlch.^ on^ Wedneaday evening, Sept. have on your disease and which will show will be of hollow copper filled with sand.
you what a regular one dollar size bottle The statue, with the pedestal, will be three
David Bebtbch, W. M.
will do. Dr. King't CaliforniaGolden hundred feet above the level of the sea.
O. Brbtkan. Sec'v.
Compound has not made a failurein a sinMr. Bartholdi estimatesthat the cost of
gle instance,we therefore offer to give it
the
figure will be close upon $800,000.
to you free before you buy, knowing that
it sustainsour recommendation every time.
Had it not the real intrinsic merit it would Two of the Cabin Ready to be Wrappod.
be ruinous to us to make this offer.
If
to
The two down -stream cables of the East
Call at the Drug Store of Heber Walsh,
The place known as the “Dr. Morris River Bridge, between New York and
x. o. of o. r.

Ton Intend

Indiana

w

Bruises, So/es, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter, Mr. Bartholdi, the sculptor and designer
school are expected to work on the farm
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and of the statue of Liberty, which is to be
connected
with the institution, and are
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve
placed on Bedloe’s Island, as the gift of paid for their labor. One of the Indians,
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction

McDonald,President.

D. Van Bruqobn, R. 8.

special

pDRGDSON, B. a

_

of in every case or money relunded. Price the French nation, a letter saying that he
Industry,meets at their Hall over, Kruiseuga’s
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber has decided to make many alterationsand
Store, every Thursday evening.
Visiting brothers cordiallyInvited.

Barber*.

pvE GROOT,

U. S. of I.
HARMONY LODGE. No 12, United Sons

keep out,

money. He

was greatly displeased,but

General Armstrong replied,

“No

work,

money." He still persisted, “Braves
no work; squaws work.” The General
next deprived him of his drawing materials, of which he was very fond. After a
few weeks he decided that It was best to
work, and has now become obedient.
no

Don't be Deceived,
Many

persons say ”1 haven’t got the
Coniamption” when asked to cure their
Cough with Shiloh’s Consumption Cure.
Do they not know that Coughs lead to
Consumption and a remedy that will core
Consumption will certainly and surely
cure a cough or any long or throat trouble.

We know

it

will cure

when

all others fail

and our faith in it is so positive that we
containing nineteen will refund the price paid if yon receive

cash. Inquire Brooklyn, each
Seventy Shades of Cottage Colore, at this office, or at J. W. Hopkins, Esq., strands, were completed, with the excep- no benefit. Is not this a fair proposition.
Price 10 cts. 50 ctf. and $.100 per bottle.
These paints ure mixed ready for the Grand Haven, Mich.,— containing nearly tion of the wrapping. There are six For lame Chest, Back or side, use Shiloh’s
brush, sold by the gallon, and can be ap- 7 acres, with improvementsand house. strands yet to be finished on the up-stresm Porous Plaster. Price 25 ds. For sale by.
furaerles.River street.
cables, and then all four cables will have D. R. Meengs, H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten
plied by any person. Sample cards free.
Try Johnston’sSarsaparilla the best in
and J. O. Doesburg.
been completed. “They will swing there."
White Lead, Oils, Varnish, Brushes,&c., the market.
tf
says Master Mechanic Fanington, “until
5-l3w
W. Van Din Bibo1s Family Medicines;Eighth St. very
Why will you suffer with Dyspepsia and
—
the crack of doom.” The cables each
I
Mb. E.J. Harrington, the Cheap Cash
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having contain 6,000 steel wires. They are 15# liver complaint,Constipation, and general
debility when yon can get at our store
iQC99*
Store man wishes to inform the Ladies of settled in the Holland colony, offers his
inches in diameter, and are designed to Shiloh’s System Vitallzer which we sell
services as a Physician,Snrgeon and Ac
this city and vicinity that he will keep on
furaiture.
coucbenr to the public at large, and bear 11,200 tons. The wrapping machines on a positive guarantee to cure you.
hand a full supply of sewing machine whereas he pays particularattention to are to be set at work on tb6 down-stream Price 10 cts. and 75 cts. For sale by. D.
vrEYER, H. A CO.. Dea era in all klnda of Furchronic diseases, and floe surgery, he has cables at once, while the up-stream cables R. Meengs, H. Walsh, Wm. Vsn Fatten,
-fl nitnre. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toya, Coffin! needles for all machines.
Picture Frames, etc.: River
and J.O. Doesburg. #
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
are being finished. It will tike three
A
new
lot of Cigars, just received as City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week,
Oneral Laalert.
months to complete the wrapping.
well as Fancy Tobaccos. Alio, Finzor's where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
“HACKMETACK”• popular and frauntil 4 p. m.
ITAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers. In Dry
grant
perfume. Sold by D. R. Meengs,
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Cans Mixed Plug Smoking. Something new.
Coffee is now successfully cultivated H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten and J. O.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
Flour*, Provisions, etc,; River st.
PESSINK BRO’8.
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.
in San Diego, Cal.

T30E8BURG

J. o., Dealer in Drugs and Medlclues, Paintl and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Physician s prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.

place,’’ is for sale

cheap

for

A/

cheap.

street.

__

NOTICE.

’

at

Doesburg.

was forced to contemplate.The
fever breaks out in a new spot almost every
hour, and the death rate runs up. To a stranger the utter desolationof the situation could
not be reilized. New Orleans— New cases, 125;
#9&ths, 44; The disease is extremely malignant. IntbetownofPlanquemlne,
below Baton
Rouge, there are new cases every hour, almost
invariably resultingin black vomit and death.
Grenada— Fifteen deaths in twenty-fourhours,
and the epidemic still raging. Only ten active
men in the place. Phvsiciansand nurses completely exhausted. ' Vicksburg -Deat^-rate add'
RUfferingon the increase. New cases in tne
twenty-fourhours, 105; deaths, 25.
city ever

HOLLAND

CITY.

^

MICHIGAN.

WEEKLY
NEWS
REVIEW,
* f
^ _____
*

•

•

J '*

:

• f

THE EAST.

The failure of H. F. Hills k Co.,
straw hat manufacturers, New York, is an
nounoed. Their liabilities are 1200,000.
. At Hartford, Ct, last week, the oela..

THE

Pit

EVIDENTIAL INVESTIGATION.

Ta® exfiminatjouof Maj. E. A. Burke
was continued on

the

1

21st. Touching tho

'although

9100,000. /, The facilitiesand resouroos
of the company, both in America and Europe,
tre great, and no pains or expense will bo
spared to capture and make an example of the
defaulter.. It is believed that he has taken refuge in Belgium.
'

,

•

The committee concluded the exami

22d. WitAnderson
in New Orleans, on the 16th of November,
1876. Andersbn told him the Returning Board
were going, to throw out a number of parishes.
He said he copld secure the parish of East
ination of Maj. E. A.

Burke on

the

ne#8 had an interviewwith James E.

shown

York.

EXPORTING THE QUEER.

A

,

The

world. He

when

and caused a who have recently flooded Austria with
glut in the English market— new goods $50 and $100 notes, and; who, as anaoonmulatingon each of the old; but nounced in the World, sold thorn to
bankers, they in turn furnishing them
this glut had now been overcome. Withto
emigrantscoming to this country
in the last quarter of a century there had
been a great improvement in machinery within the last few months. On one
occasion fifty German emigrantswereof all Kinds, and, taking the accumulated

The Unihber of Vtandird'ffflver dolhra goods came much
there have beefl^lacedin circulation 1,110,780;
remaining on band in the ttoaaury vaults,

10,086,504. The nationalbanks, to whom the
treasuryrecently offered to send silver dollars
free of expense for transportation,
have not
made any considerabledemands for them, and
the treasury will be compelledto resort to a
new expedient to place them in circulation.

The Bed

Cloud Commission,consist-

ing of Gen. Stanley, United States army ; J.

quicker,

A large number of prominent lawyers them evil. If the United States had
from all parts of the Union met at Saratoga, had a free tariff in 1872, the country
might have been able to compete with
N. Y., last week, and organized a NationalBar
Association, with BenJ. H. Bristow as Presi- England when the coal and iron trade
dent.
was being carried on to a great extent
At a meeting of the railroad man- The laborer in the United States, at the
agers at Saratoga,N. Y., the other day, a reso- present time, is not having as good a
time or as good subsistenceas the lalution was adopted looking to the immediate
borer in England. In this country there
establishmentof a pooling arrangement which
shall include all the trunk hues leadingfrom were twelve people to the mile, and in
the seaboard to the West, with a view to main- Belgium there were 460 persona to the
taining uniform rates and an equitabledivision mile, and the latter liVed fairly. He did
of the business.
not think a revolutionwould causb a
A prominent New York pewspaper is change in this respect.
The people of the whole country since
authorityfor statement that the SbermanAnderson letter, the document which it 1873 had been trying to solidify and setwas said was given by SecretarySherman to tle up their accounts. During the last
the witness, James E. Anderson, of Louisiana, five years many persons had accumuhas been found, and is now eithofiil the hands
lated capital by reducing expenditures.
or under the control of the Potter Committee.
He thought legislation could do nothing
The Governor of New1 Mexico baa for this stagnationin labor. Every perapplied to the President for military aid in son must work along the beat wty he
j- * u
•dM*urbftuoee-.-*a-4haa
Temtory could. We had heard a great deal lately

_ •
Nicholls

i

.

—

folio
111
Reports from the

__

fever-

scourged

tegal prerogative.

Gen.

Butler .vehemently

whbm had

elect of these machines, they must pro- fittUBtedin Pittsburgh, all of

duce a temporary set-back. There was counterfeit money which they had
another factor in causing this depresaion- brought from Europe. One man had
89.000 in worthless notes, and another
in labor circles. This effect would reach
everybody, for the effect that machinery 84.000 worth. The emigrants were alwoqld have: would be to cheapen luxu- lowed to depart on surrendering the-

M. Hayworth, ex-Indian Agent of the Kiowas,
and the Rev. Mr. Riggs, of the Santee Agency,
counterfeit notes, and they were obliged
have made their report to the Oommissioner of ries, and bring down things to the poor
to obtain assistance from the Austrian
Indian Affairs. The report shows that the classes which a century ago they never
commissionhas not been successful, and has thought of. Machinery hod been a great Consul to oontinne their journey.
practically surrendered to Red Cloud’s wishes. good to the masses, though in cases of The secret service officershave arrested
GENERAL,
individualsand classes it had worked at differenttimes about thirty persons

jClidana for the Democrats If they would nay
niin 96,009. “His proposition,”
said the witness, “was considered and accepted, as we
didn't think there was any wrong in procuring
troubles on the Columbia river. A number of evidence to show Republican frauds and rascality. His proporitmu would have been carried
settlers are reported to have been killed, and
but for the fact that he had no money here."
i other disasters are apprehended. Gaau HowBurke testifiedthat,' while negotiating for
ard is going after the hostiles, with a considNicholls in Washington, he had an interview
erable force of regulars.
with Secretaryof War Cameron on Louisiana
Ohioago elevators contain 840,898 matters,and as to how the Nicholls Government might be allowed to maintain itself*He
bushels of wheat, 8,873,898bushels of corn,
understood from SecretaryCameron, that two
787,709bushels of oats, 140,709 bushels of rye Republican United States Senators would bea
and 295.949bushels of barley, making a grand 'exacted from Louisiana provided the
total of 5,818,329 bushels, against 2,2^4,424 Government was recognized, yet there wh,ch he rhmk9 amount to lDvaBI0Qor iD«arbushels at tbis period last year.... A fearful was no special pledge made, and the matter
hail, rain and wiod storm visited Fargo and waft deferred,and Columbus Delano went lb
Moorhead, Dakota Territory, a few eveningsago Oolumbus, Ohio, in reference to the .matter. New Mexico, plundering the people,and mainStones is large ai hen’i-eggafo’l, smashingall Witness believed Mr. Sherman was acting with Uining a state of war which the Territorial
the windows on the north and west sides of the Mr. Cameron In the matter of the United forces are not able to suppress.
houses. Every unfinished frame building In States Senatorships. Burke related that alxmt ”3 J/.Ah 1
Fargo was blown , down and the roofs off a this time (February, 1877), Cameron went to
Col. John 8,; Mobbi, of rebel guerdozen buildings, fy Moorhead a child wa< the telegraph office and stopped an order
killed, by adiailstone,
and several houses laid issued by PresidentGrant withdrawing rilla fame, has been appointed Consul to China.
out Leaded ^ars were . blown Jrpm tho track. the troops. He (Cameron) said be was
.The Republicans of Tennessee have nomi. ..A Cheyenne dispatch ears: ’“The Secretary of War, and would be d
d if he
nated Emerson Etheridge for Governor. Etbparty of seventeen who started in pursuitof would let the order go; that he was Secretary
eridgo is a native of Tennessee, was a leading
the would-be train-robbers
reached the canon, of War, and the order should have gone
Whig politician,and a member of Congress
twelve miles north of 'Percy station, yesterday through him....W.E. Howe, a Texas politibefore the wpr.
evening, w
cian and lawyer,was called before the commitfight No 1
The Greenbackers of Vermont met in
tee and interrogatedas to the contentsof cer,aiter
tain communications that passed between him State Convention Iddt week, and nominated the
creelb the bodiei of the two and Gov.' Young, of 'Ohio, in 'Febmob, Widdowfleldsnd Yinotnt, were found ruary, 1877. The witness fell back on followingticket : For Governor, C. C. ilartin ;
Lieutenant Governor, J. W. Currier ; Treashalf covered tip with stones and dirt Wid*, his professionalprerogative,and dedowfleM had been shot twice in the neck, whi'e clined to communicate information ^gained urer, Fletcher Tarhle.... Emerson Etheridge
has declined the. non':nationfor Governor of
jus companion received four balls through his while acting in the capacity of legal adviser.
Mr Hisoock suggested that witness had bad Tennessee, tendered him by the Republicans,
and the State Committee will meet Sept 11 to
conference with Gen. Butler and fixed up
• . THE SOUTH.
this programme of availing himself of his determine whether to call another State Con-

Information has been received at
Portland,Ore., !‘ concerning fresh Indian

AND LABOR.

Va.

coined up to Aug. 22 was 11,197,284. Of these

that “by mutual agreement the friends of
of 11,500, of which |1,000 were for three Hayes \^re to, visit Qeu. Gwp, with a view
BvaiKni.
neats uuuer
oeatinc ^ ascertainingwhat his views were on the
straight heats
under z:io,
2:18, ana
and vouu
<500 ror
for beat!
J3!® Both moneys were taken, and,
of,tiie establishmentof the NiohoUs
be
he didn't
didot beat
boat his
his best
best time,
time, he
he showed
showed eeoAnd
second Government, but,; there, was noting said, as
end third heats in 2:18){ and 2:18^, and an far as I am aware, about any commission.1
average of 2:14 for three heats, which sur- was assured by Mr. Hayes and others that
all troops would be withdrawn.” The witpassed any record heretoforemade.
ness read from some papers which he had
The aloop-yaoht Zephyr, with a fish- in his possession the statement that there
ing and shooting party from New York oity on was a letter from Mr. Hayes to Mr. Foster,
under date of Fel).,28,containingthe basis of
, board, was capsized in Bheepshead bay, and
a guarantee aha assurances and verbal guarfour of them, including the Captain/ were
antees given bo Messrs. Sherman, Matthews,
drowned. 11 !
Foster, Dennison,and Garfield,both, at the
‘ THE WEST.
interview which was held in tne CommitteePresident Hayes -will be one of the room of the Senate and at Wormley’s Hotel
“This letter emhmoed all the guarantees and
attractionsof the WisconsinState Fair, at
assuranceswe had,” said the witness. I never
Madison, on the 10th of September.
stated that I received 4ay letter of guarantees
Strenuous exertionsare being made or assurances from Mr. Sherman or others.,
At the conference,Msj. Burke said that to his
by the authorities of the Pullman Palace Car knowledge there was no note or memorandum
, ;•
Company to accomplish the capture of their in writing, a v mi i ’

some

CAPITAL

al-

brated horse Barns trotted for a special purse

fugitive Secretary, Charles W. Angell, of Chi
cago. and to recover from him the funds belonging to the company which he has with him,

isbed If ceu«ht. The troops engaged In these purgambling, as
by this ledger, ia
suing Kirtlee will be increased from time to time.
2. The commanding officer of the pursuing
that he always lost at Fredericks burg^
The Hewitt Investigation.
columns will not seek a conflictwith the Mexican
The record of his continual losses
regular forces,but win not avoid one If such forces
Prof.
Sumner, Professor of Political at Fredericksburg grew so monotonous
Interfere.
& The utmost care will be taken to give no offense and Social Science in Yale College,re- that in brackets in the last entry of a
or cause of complaint to the Mexican authoritiesor
cently gave his views regarding the labor loss at this place George wrote the words,,
people that may follow from the faithful and cirdepression,before the Hewitt commit- “ As usual. "—Baltimore Gazette.
cumspect execution of tbelr duties.
1 4. No offense Is meant to the Mexican Govern- tee, sitting in New
He directed
ment, the desire of the United States being simply
attention
to the fact that within the last
to punish depredations upon the rights,property,
and Uvea of its citizens.
few years the means of transportation
Nothingwhich mayjocotir on the south bank and oommunjeatiqnbecame greater, and
Quarter of a Million In Counterfeit
of the Rio Grahde
Grafade ia
is a resultof the raecn
execution of
Money Sold to German Banker*.
by
these
means
over-production
was
the
this policy will be accepted by tbo administration aa
[WMhlngton Cor. New York World.]
au immediatecause ot war between the countries, consequence, and had made a revolution
secret service officers of th&
but if the Mexican regulartroops ahall cross the
over the whole
said that
river in retaliation for these measures, a casus belli
the Suez canal was first opened treasury are searching for the forgers
may be construed therefrom.

vention.

u
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,
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about over-production. He classed

it

as

in the West for passing counterfeit
money. It is supposed that many emigrants are now boarding bad money
brought from Europe, supposing it to

genuine. „

be

,

•

A gang

of counterfeiters in this country prepared 8250,000 worth of spurious

notes over

a

year

ago. From

one plate

they printed $100 notes on the National

Bank

of Wilkesbarre, Pa. ; the Revere
National Bank, of Boston, and the Merchants’ National Bank, of New Bedford,
and 850 counterfeitswere issued on the
Pittsfield Bank, of Pittsfield,Mass.
None of these counterfeitswere placed
cmmlatioir- in "the -Umted States.
The countorfeiterstook ;the monev to
Hamburg told Munich, and sold it to

in

bankers in these cities in exchange for
gold. The bakers failed to detect the
fraudulent character of the notes, as
the work is most skillfully executed.
In many instances the bankers placed
their business stamps on the notes as a

disproportionateproduction. When guaranteeto buyers of their genuineness. Emigrants to America exchanged
there was this disproportionateproductheir gold for the notes before sailing,
tion, witness thought it was due to the
and did not discover the impositionunprotective system. The tariff was greatly
til their arrival in New York. Acting
to blame for our production of every
Chief Benson says that the bankers are
year being greatly in excess of the demand. The tariff congested the popula- making good to emigrants their losses.
Two men have been arrested in Hamtion in some districts to where it would
burg
for placing tUe counterfeits on the
not otherwise have been attracted. The
market
The principal forger of the
only way to remedy this was the redisgang,
who
is an English Canadian, is at
tribution of the people among the inpresent in Canada. A great deal of
dustries of the country. This redistribution was going on under its natural correspondence has taken place between
laws. He was not in favor of the Gov- the State Department and the Austrian
ernment colonizing lands, but found no Government relative to the extradition

fault with private organizations Boing of the criminals arrested in Hamburg.
As the result of this correspondence,
so from a spirit of benevolence.The
only remedy for the depression of labor both Governments are agreed that, as
was the application of sound doctrines the crime of - placing the counterfeit
money was committed in Austria, the
to the case in point The only way in
which the Government could assist the criminals should be punished there.

It ia stated that Senator Patterson non-capitalistin the accumulation of
A Fragment.
towns of the South, on
suggested that Mr. Hiscrck telegraph Gov.
capital was to give the greatest amount
has
proposed to the Governor of South Carodisease as on the increase. There were oler Young and see if he would release the witness
A young Griswold- street attorney reof privileges in using Ins libertier'and
cently took to wife a damsel of unusual100 new cases reported in New Orleans,and from his professional objections of secrecv lina to resign his seat in the Senate if he can
energies for production,and by removbe
assured
of
full
amnesty
and
exemption
about fifty deaths, There was a large increase toward him, and it was agreed to do so.
ly fair and bright complexion. Last
from the presentlegal movement for his pros- ing the restrictions on trade and leave
in the number of cases reported at Memphis,
night, returning from church, the proud
Maj,
E.
A. Burke was recalled before ecution. .b '• f ‘
him free to profit by the fruits of his
and the mortalitywas alarming.A dinpatch
Benedict sent his wife ahead while he
says: “Aid continuesto rtach us from all Darts the Potter committee on Aug. 23, and questioned
Recent deaths: Ex-Gov. Padelford, industry.
stopped to purchase a cigar. A friend
of the country and is sadly'needed.Destitution at length by Geri; Butler,with a view of gainAug. 22, representtho denied the soft impeachment. Mr. Pottor

1

and suffering are increasing with the spread of
ing further information in regard to the al*
the fever.” A Grenada (Mus.) dispatch says :
’ eq “bargain" between,, the friends of
“Five percent of the whole population have
,yes and Nicholls. Nothing of importance
died. Seventy-fivenegroes were taken down
was elicited,however. - "The witness, id'
to-dav. The New Orleans doctors are dumbanswer to
question, said, he was
founded at the malignityof the disease. Our
assured positively by Stanley Matthews
efforts are paralyzed for want of proper remethat Senator Moiton Would sustain the
dies. We are short of lemons, rice, beef, tea,
Presidentin withdrawing the troops from Louand in fact all kinds of nourishmentfor the
siana. Butler inquired if he was able to
sick.” Vicksburgreports fifty new cases “rope
in" any other Republican statesman,to
of fever and »weai*-fourdeaths. A wild panic
which Burke replied that he understood that
prevailed ,at Jackson, Miss. People were fleetBHiricqMffflaedr Many quesing from1 the pestilencein every direction.
tion! Wfitfi : propounded .by. Bailer to the
* Businem wai suspended, and the dty almost
witness with a view of findingout why South
deserted. Memphis,Grenada, and other places
Carolina was demanded as we'll aft Louisiana,
.and what was guaranteed in return by. South
Carolinafor overturningthe ChamberlairtGov-i
cities.New York, Philadelphia,Chicago, Milermnent. Witness told Gao. Butler to ask the
waukee, and other cities have forwarded liberal
Hon. Henry C. Watterson, editor of the Louisdonations to the plague- infected districts:
ville Courier-Journal, who was representing
Information having reached the ears South Carolinaat the Wormley conference. .
of Gov. MiHer, of Arkansas,that organizations W. E. Horne announced himself ready to at£
pear before the committeeand testify,Gov.
are being formed with a view of depriving the
Yomig, of Ohio, having telegraphed*to the
colored mn ot the prifilege ;of voting, he has committee that Horop, so for aa he (Young)
issued an, order dnectmg that such organiza- was concerned, was at liberty to tell all he
tions be itmfiediately disbanded. 1 *knows. 1 ,n

a

.

'

.

'

Two

brothers, John and Neill Lock-?
J. R. Aloee-Gouthreaux,of New
lear, and POmpey Easterling, their negro con- Orleans,who had charge of the Registration
federate, were hanged at BennettsrtUey a O./ Bureau in 1874, testifiedbefore the Potter comAug. 28. for the murder of Frank Bryoe, an mittee Auk. >24. He said that his barean asIrish peddler, in February last. The Lock- certainedthat the number of fraudulentregislears were half-breeddesperadoes,and former- trations ih ‘New Orleans ua'moanted to 18,000,
ly belonged to the notorious North Carolina' and affidavits had been made against 4,400,
Lowery.
ihuj//
; i-,|i The witnej* said that many of tho Republican

qf‘

Rhode Island, at Providence; Horace N.

Day. the well-known rubber manufacturer, at
Manchester, N. H.; Dr. J. W. Weldon, one of
the oldest and best-known turfmen in the country, at Saratoga,N. Y.

FOREIGN
An

international congress for preven-

tion and repreaaionof crime, including penal

and reformatory treitment.assemblbdat Stockholm last week. tt. Von Bjornstjerna,Swedish
Ministerof Foreign Affairs, was elected President, and the Rev. Dr. E. C. Wines, of the
United States, Honorary President.

The

e^i led ^ ex-

Queen

Christina,of
72.. . .The

Spain, died recently in France, aged

Russian expedition to Central

Asia has been
countermanded.
Referringto the mechanical
display of the United States at the Paris Exhi.

bition, the London Times frankly admits' that the mechanical 'and inventive
genius of. the Yankee nation exceeds
that of apy othir country in the world....
Severe rains in flopthernGermany have greatly injured the wheat crop, and that country
will probably be a* liberal buyer of American
cereals.*V

The

1

,'*v' *

Khedive of Egypt

i

has reorgan-

:

ized his Cabinet, and is maturing a scheme

William E. Dodge, iron merchant, appeared in his officialcapacity aa President of the National Temperance Society, and claimed that the use of intoxicating liquors was one of the causes of
the present condition of the laboring
classes. This distress in labor might be
relieved to some extent by the modification of the tariff and action of the Government in the matter of resumptionof
specie payment He never knew capital to be so abundant as now, but there
was great difficultyin using it in business. Another, factor in alleviating this
distress would be legislation in the mat-

passed the wife, rushed up to the doting
husband and exclaimed : “ Did you see
that woman \ There’s what I call a fearful example of the pernicious habit
which besets the female sex. Just look
at tonl face ! Talk about paint ! If
that woman were my wife”— “But,
my dear sir, that woman is my wife,”*
interposed the disciple of Blackstone.
Tableau {—Detroit News.

Lord Beaconsfield’sphysician is a
disciple of Hahnemann, and his Lordship’s speedy recovery at Berlin is claimed
as due to

homeopathictreatment.

ter of the liquor traffic.

Horace White, formerlv of the ChiTHE MARKETS.
cago Tribune, was called by the comNEW YORK.
mittee, and stated that he had studied
Bekvm ............................
$7 50
the financialquestion,and had. paid a Hogs ..................
4 25
great deal of attention to it when he was Oottoh ............................ 12
Flo\jb—Superfine .................3 30
a journalist, and since he retired from Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............ 1 09
journalism.He thought the present Corn — WesternMixed . ......... 45
.

commercial crisis is only one of /a series
that have occurred among nations for
the past 20a years, and they Have been
preceded by rampant speculations. In
1873 he thought speculations iii railroads had a ^reat deal to do in causing
the depression which existed. There
was enormous spaculation in lands all
over the country. The prices of real

.
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looking to extensive reforms and retrenohBervkr— Choice Graded Steere.... 5 00 @ 5 40
Choice Natives..,.,...... 4 85 @ 4 70
mentain the civil list. .. Garibaldihas written
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 50 @3 25
a letter,intended to promote Agitation against
Butchers’ Steers,;...,...3
3 50
the GermanicGovernments, especially Austria.
Medium to Fair.
3 75 (4. 4 25
He denounces the Kaiserbundand Bismarck’s
Hogs— Live ........................3
4 75
Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... 5 05 (46 60
supervisors and rtgistrars were non-residents,.endeavors to caress his natural ally, the head
Reports from the plague-riddensec-1 fugitives -from justice,snd in severs! cases impostor of the Vatican. He says he finds
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 (;0 <4 5 25
...... 91 (4 92
lions of the South up to Aug. 24 show the fever weie under indictment, 'ihe Witqe.-s said nothing horrible in the programme of the Ger- estate multiplied beyond anything Wheat— No.28prlhg.
8 Spring.,..* ......... 78 (4 ,79
man Socialists.On the contrary,two of their in , tne
recollection
the wit- Pork— No.No.2 .......................
to be still on tne increase, with no early pros- that nq had a conversation with Justice
37 (<* 38
Dibble, Who made the remark 1 that he and articles form a part of his life-long convictions. ness. The obligations incurred by Oats-No.2..
...............21 (4 22
pect of abatement \A ‘New Orleans dispatch
Burke “ were foolish to work for the Democ47 (4 48
Da Nobbling,-who attempted the asbuilding
these railroads Rye— No. 2...., ...................
says “the disease is manifest in every portion
Barley— No. 2-New ............ 1 01 <4 1 02
of the city; though the , Creole Wctioq in the racy. for if they had a majority of 20.000 they sassinationof . the Emperor of Germany, in and the purchase
real
'estate Butter— Choice Creamery ........ 20 <4 22
would
counted out by the Betuming
old city is most exempt* One^quurter 6f tho
........... 11 <4 12
suspected of feigning madness. He will be caused many parties to become in- Egos— Fresh .....
deaths are of the destitute in the public Board.”;;jLRich&rd B. Edgeworth,Captain of conveyed to a lunatic asylnm and placed under
50lvent.'“Theuondltionof the currency Pork— Mesa.. .................... 9 40 (4 9 60
Police, -New Orleans, and Supervisor of Elec:
Lard..,.
.........
........
institutions. Destitute sick are •.< hourly
> >bj
handed ih the following,among other the examination of experts.... A royal mar- had npfc jnqreased this state of things,
MILWAUKEE.
found
the police, and sent to tioo,
riage
has
juftt
taken
place
at
Berlin,
which
may
letters:
Wheat—
No. 1 ....................
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97
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thought
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He
found
that
Charity , Hospital The, disease
prove of considerableimportance from a polHKAiXj as or Bipubucan PaxH ov La.,)
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. 94 @ 9.5
is spreading all over the southern section of
these
periods
of
crisis
came
upon
naNaw Oblkanb, Sept. 25, 1876.
itical point of view, the high contractingparCork— No. 2 ............... ........ 87 (4 88.
the State. Physicianshave no hope of stayties being the brother bf the King of Holland tions, jjo matter whether the. currency Oa*s— No. 2 .....................• 21 @
22
ing Am disease, Which must run fta course. Rp*i^^?FFl^umnie*8Uie.rVlSOr °* Ik*1*trfctl0D' and. the daughter
• 47 @ 48
Prince Fred- *Wrgold or paper; ; The'speculativeera
Data
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It
la
well
known
to
tbla
committee,
There will be a daily- increase probably for
. 1 03 @1 04
brick Charlesof frussia,“the Bed Prince.”....
ST. LOUIS.
some weeks, except radically odd weather from an examination of the oenatu of 1876. that A Rome dispatch says that Lazzaretti,the which existed from 1869 to 1873, the
the Republican vote In yonr pariah la 8,UXL aid
Wheat—
No.
8 Bed Fall .......... . 88 @
89
witness thought, had something to do
intervenes." At Vicksburgthe situation is
tee Republican majority2,200. You are ex- fanatic of Grosseto,who proclaimed himself
Ooiit— Mixed .................
. 34 @ 35
represented as
truly appalling The pected to regiaterand v6te the full prophet add King, was killed at the head of jth the present condition of affairs. Oats— No.2 ...............
. 20 (4 21
fever
rapidly increasing, /snd there strength of the . i Republicanparty in your 3,000 followers, who first fired upon the genis- The asWnm'Ulationof capital'keting on By* ...... .1. ................
. 47
48
« ncrtelling where the destructionof B!^;^’oar^Ie?«nltloD
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State darmes after they had been ordered to dis- the sanguine temperamentsof a certain
fif« "hi
There are .it , this acminutfationwin depend upon your doing yonr perse.
;
f 7*
race of people would produce a specula- Hogs .......................... ’ 4 OO^t *4,55
time full 600 persons down witlrft. The ool- full duty in the premiaea, and you will not be held
Cattle. .
The British Consul at Adrianople re. 2 60 @-4l 60
ored pcmolation are suffering ‘terribly. Al to have done your full duty unless the Republican
er'V Over-production j?y machinery
registration in your pariah reachea a,00 1, and tho
CINCINNATI.
readyr whole families have been
_ swept away,
ports that the Bulgarians continue to plunder had contributedto decrease business, by Wheat— Red, ....................
ray,
. 85 @ 90
ms,
and outrage the. Mussulmans.The Greek producingmore than thete Was a de: Core... ..................
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Arobbishophas, eonuamfoatod to the Consul mand for, and prices fell -accordingly. Oat*— New ......... ,..j .....
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details of
norriWe atrocities.
He did not think that the introduction Pork— Mess ................... .....10 40 010 6(1'
b«MQpls and generous. -Very reapectCullryoir
obedient servant,
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machinery had produced this specuD. J, M. A. Jzwftrr. Bfteretary.
When any person of wealth dies in of
TOLEDO.
fortet depopulation U being madT
tho
lative
era
and
the
collapse
which
fol....JamesB. Kelly, of New Orleans,testified Parid, the front door of the hotrte is
Wheat— No. 1 White ..............1 06 « 1 07*
lowed it i JMlJ • r\
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No. 2 Red. ...............
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to seeing l^lza Pinkston taken from her home
draped
with
black
Velvfet, with silver
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oh Gramer street to tho Itopubliosn IhrortigsROats— No. 2. .......................
23
24
There ^vas a pitched battle in Ore* log Committee, and the walked down Ihe steps. fringe 1 and molding/' ’ The curtain is
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ton county, Teng^e other day, between a
powe.of iutemal-reyenue otfioersand a band

not ascertained.
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Hen. WagJUngton’s(jfimbjipg. nl
DETROIT.
White;. ........ .... 6 00
Among the relies of the immortal Fath- FLOiJE^Chok*
Subject
Wheat-No. 1 White. ....... ....... 1 07
<!<;<; i v full ih
er of his Oountiy receixtly purch^eed by
No. 1 Amber ............. 96
WAftfUNGTON " " " .«!
...... 44
Jft of CoBgresfl fypm Maj. tyw, of 5®®^—No, l.,„
flowers.
Oats— Mixed ......................
36
Virginia, was the, ledger, pr account Barley (per cents!) ........
It is stated upon apparently good au2 00
A .sTfcim-WHKKLiron and steel steamer book, in which the General used to place Pore-MS. ...... .......... .,,..10 75
thority that the administrationat Washington
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
has settlednpon the following policy as re- is now being constructed ih Pittsburgh all itemri/EK) matter how trifling,of his Cattle— Beet...’...................5 00
to ply on the Magdalena river, in the financialaffairs. He kept a full record
Fair ......... . ........... 4 60
gards the Rio Grande difficultieswith Mexico:
Common .................4(0
United Btates of Colombia, South of his losings and winnings at play. One
1. Raiders are to be pursued with increased
Hogs ...............................
8 50
vigor when they retreatto Mexican loll, snd pun- America.
peculiar fact ia connection with his Sheep .............................3 25
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AURICljLTUBAL AND DOMESTIC.

a cupful of buttermilk, two lawyer, Mr. Felton, and six friends to a
A VERMONT CENTENARIAN.
teaspoonfulsof ginger, two teaspoonfuls sumptuous dinner at a restaurant,
Aroand the Farm.
of soda, and roll as soft as possible with- against whose keeper he could obtain a ExtraordinaryFamily Longevity—A Woman's Death at the Age of 108.
Give the poultry shade.
out sticking.
judgment in no other way. He replied
[From
the Burlington Free Frees end Times.]
Tomatoes are good {or chicks.
one day, to a friend who taunted him
Chintz Curtains, — In using cretonne
The
death
of Mrs. Phebe Haley, whioh
Elmira (N. Y.) farmers have proved or chintz for curtains the right side with his miserly habits, “ Well, I can’t
occurred
recently
at North Pownal, and
by repeated experiments that “ thor- should be in the room. It is customary help it; 1 know it’s foolish, but it’s
ough summer fallowing” is a sure way to line such curtains with colored silesia, a disease I've got.” In matters not which has been referred to in this pa^er,
connected ;With money* Mr, Reese was ended a marvelously long life. Sbe was
to rid fields of Oanadi thistles.
buff, blue or rose color, to match the
bom in Pownal, Jhne 3, 1774, and conWhb4 comm&bihg yhurl agribfltial ground of the chintz, and this makes a a man of imeiliganoeand liberal views, sequently reached the 105th year of her
though
he
was
afraid of women as old
life, remember that industry,economy pretty show on the outside.
Mr. Weller of “vidders,”especially existence. AH those years she has Uved
%nd integrity will insure fuoeese, and
Cleaning Cistern Water.— Add two after a jury gave a San Francisco woman in the one town, oounty and State. Her
form the best’ capital that 6an be em- ounces powdered alum and two ounces
name was Oummings. At the
of'fibffbtful reputation 85,000 rin ^{maiden
a
. f V]
borax to a twenty-barrelcistern of rain- breach-of-'pTbmlse
against ^ him. age of 16, in the year 1790, she professed
The soil of a garden for the growth of water that is blackened or oily, and in a The millionaire left all or nearly all his religion,united with the Methodist Episcommon species of shrubs, perennials few hours the sediment will settle, and
copal Church, and has ever smoe reand annuals, should be a rich loam.; If the water be clarifiedand fit for washing
set member of that deany plants require sand it can easily be and even for cooking purposes.
t the time she became
supplied.
Victorias.— One cupful sugar, one Chicago, Mrs. RoeenfeldWi MM. Ro- identifiedwith the church, as wUl be
Experience teaches us that the way to egg, one teaspoonful of soda dissolved senberg, and Nephew Fmk, 4 well-to- readily imagined, the society was in. a
thirds of

ployed.

We

.

fond of dancing, bnt has often to forego
that pleasure, because, being keenly
sensible to ridicule, she does not wish
to have an inadequate partner.

MICHIGAN ITEMS.
Petoskey is to have a

grist-mill at

once.

The Muir Reform Olub
its

has given

np

rooms.

The plans for a new city buildingat
Bay Oily have been accepted by the
Common Council
A new UniverealistChurch, to replace
the one burned last spring, ii about to

Bay City.
The new spring and axle factory in
process of ereotion at Kalamazoo will be
ready for business about the 1st of Nobe erected in

very crude condition in the Green vemoer.
in one pint of water; beat butter and do St. Louis
bei
Mountain State. When 17 years old
whole charge of the flock to the mother sugar together, add the water, stir in
All
but two of the saloon keepers of
hen, giving her free range to go and enough flour to make a thin batter; bake The Sugar Bing — Enermous Frauds. •he married Benjamin Haley. It is also Newaygo oounty have paid their taxes,
come at will
Special agents of the Government singularthat both should, have endured and the warrants for those are in the
on a hot griddle without turning over;
have
for some time been engaged inves- so remarkably long, and neither, in snch
Shear your sheep at the season when butter each one the instant it is done.
Sheriff'shands.
tigating
alleged frauds on imported and an exceptionally long life, married again.
Nice
for
lunch.
vou shed your coat for the season. Then
A span of .horses stolen from Ionia
The husband died only 14 vears ago, and
be careful that some smart “ traveling
Cream Pies.— Six eggs, two cupfuls exported sugars, and have at last succounty on the 23d of May last have just
was upward of 90 years old. This preagent ” does not pull the wool over your of sugar, two teaspoon fuls cream tartar, ceeded in securing evidence that they
been recovered by the owner at Kilsents the phenomenon of an unbroken
exist
to
an
enormous
extent
It
had
eyes and shear you.
two teaspoonfuls of soda in one and abourne City, Wis.
married
companionship
extending
over
come to the knowledge of the departIp you have convienent trees' by all half cupfuls cold milk; this will fill four
The Saginaw Courier says a printer
ment Over a year ago that sugars were seventy-three years, and almost reachmeans let your young chickensroost in jcMy-oake tins; bake like jelly cake, and
np there went limiting and killed a rat
purposely
discolored
at
the
place
of ing three-quarters of a century. Mr.
them during the summer and early fall spread with the 14 cream” made as folsixteen inches long, thinking at the time
manufacture or shipment, by the nse of Haley seems to have been a physical
Their condition when cold weather comes lows: One pint milk, one cupful sugar,
that it was a panther.
wonder,
because
he
is
desonbed
as
two teaspoonfuls corn starch; lemon or chemicals, the object being to introduce
will repay your trouble.
always addicted to drinking since
John F. Simons, of Newaygo, offers a
sugar
of
high
grade
under
the
lowest
The average chemical composition of vanilla flavor; when cold serve for des- duty. A cargo of sugar was seized in yonth, and was accustomed to in- premium of $5 to the couple who wiU
sert
the flesh of poultry, when fit for the
Baltimore some time ago, and the case is dulging in all sorts of dissipations, be- be married on the county fair grounds
market, in 100 parts is 74 parts water,
Balad Sauce.— Put the yelks of two now pending in the United States Court, sides possessing a very ugly tempera- the second day of the fair.
21 parts nitrogenous or flesh forming, hard-boiled eggs on a plate, and with a and will come np at the next term.
ment. There were fifteen children
A man named Jonathan Moyer, visit3.8 parts fat and 1.2 of salt.
wooden spoon mash them smooth, mixThe evidence which will be adduced is to the couple, of whom ten are now tiv- ing at Schoolcraft,has been arrested
ing with them a table-spoonfulof water said to be convincing, "if The frauds ing, named Ruth, James, Eunice, Eu- charged with the murder of a Mr.
Dr. E. Lewis Sturtevant expresses
exp:
the opinion that the growing of wheat in and two table-spoonfuls of salad oil; which have been established by the in- cinda, Reuben, Henry, Josiah, Babrma, Kintzler, of Snyder oounty, Pa.
drills and cultivatingby horse-power in then add, by degrees, a saltspoonfulof vestigationsjust made are the result of Nelson, and Thomas. Nearly all tlie
Sherman, Wexford oounty, has a new
the spring will be found of such marked salt, a tcaspoonful of mustard, and a passing sugars which should pay 2l boys are intemperate,yet some of them flouring miU, just completed, to take
advantage as to justify attention to this teaspoonful of powdered loaf sugar; cents per pound as sugars of the lowest seem likely to attain a great age, and the place of one burned last December.
crop, even in New England and other sec- when these are all smoothly united, grade, and thus paying on them only 1} three have already passed fourscore. It is 40x50, four stories high, and contions where its general culture has long add, gradually,three table-spoonfulsof cents, a differenceof half a cent per Thus it will be seen that Mrs. Haley’s tains aU the latest machinery.
vinegar.
been discontinued.
pound, whioh would leave an advantage domestic life must have been replete
A small child belonging to Mrs.
with vexations and tribulations, while
Beep Dumplings.— Boil a soup bone to a dishonest importer of $10 on each
Mr. M. B. Bateham, of Ohio, not
Lemuel Hazen, of Westphalia,wandrudging
along
with
a
dissolute
husband
hogshead of 2,000 pounds. There are
having any soft soap at hand, cut a until perfectly done, and until the water
dered from home, and was found hangrefineries in this country whioh work up and a batch of almost a dozen unruly
does
not
cover
it.
Peel
and
slice
six
poquarter of a pound of hard soap in thin
ing by the neck from between the piokets
1,000 hogsheads of raw sugar evexy boys. Despite aU that, she succeeded
slices, dissolvedit in warm water, added tatoes; put them in with the meat, and
of a neighboring fenoe, dead.
wolfing day. The charge is made that in retainingher faculties to an astonishan ounce of crude carbolic acid (costing boil twenty minutes. Make a dough of
While David Yates, switchman, wai
ing
degree,
so
to
the
last
she
could
there is a combination of firms whioh
a dime), stirred the whole into half a one pint of flour, half teaspoonful of
at work in the Central yards, at Jackson,
manages
to
evade
the
pavment
of the full thread a fine needle without glasses, and
pail of water, sprinkled it over infested soda, one of cream tartar, pinch of salt,
duty on raw sugars, and that thus they her hearing was not at all impaired. he was struck in the back by the engine
currant bushes with a whisk-broom,so and enough water to make just stiff
are able to ernsh out all competition by Her face was plump, without any sign of an incoming train. His ribs were
as to wet all the worms visible, and the enough to roll out; out in small squares
honest manufacturers.This is shown of wrinkles thereon. Many of her orushed, and he died in less than an
next day scarcely a live one could be about an inch thick; drop them in on
hour.
in the fact that for over two years it has grandchildren looked older than she did
top of the meat and potatoes; do not let
found.
An effort is being made by Rev. W.
at
her
104th
birthday.
The
direct
livbeen impossible for sugar refiners in
John T. Henderson, of Fulton, Ark., them go into the gravy; cover tighi. and this country to buy raw sugars in onr ing descendants of Mrs. Haley extend
writes to the Republican to say that he boil fifteen minutes, not moving the lid markets and convert them into refined through five generations, reaching
has discovered a certain cure for hog until done; serve the meat on a platter, at a profit It is shown that at least through the children, grandchildren,
cholera. He gets an ounce of strioh- add the dumplings, potatoes and gravy one-half of the sugar refiners in New great-grandchildren, great-great-grand-pledges to the amount of over $400 for
in a covered dish; serve at once.
uine, divides it into eight equal parte
York and vicinity have either failed or children, and great* great-great-grand- this object.
In washing delicate-ooloredmuslins
and adds to each part one-half teaMontcalm Herald, Stanton: The new
abandoned the business. • There Is not children. Three of her own children
spoonful of calomel, and puts the mixt- and linens several essential points must a refinery now running in Baltimore and died from old ago. None of this won- Gatholio Church will be 60x36, 22 feet
ure into sweet milk, or anything that be observed if we intend preserving Philadelphia,all having been crushed derfully-numerous and long-lived family clear of the celling, built in the Gothic
hogs will eat. One part will serve for their original freshness and beauty. out by a ring of refiners who import ever amounted to anything noteworthy style, with an 80 feet spire. It is estitwenty hogs, and will cure them, Mr. First, they should never be soaped or their own sugars, i Besides these frauds in an iutdleotual sense. Their only mated to cost $3,000, $2,500 of whioh
Hendersou says, in any stage of the dis- soaked, If not too soiled, wash in al- practiced by dishonestimporters on the success in this life seemed to consist of has already been subsoribed.
most-cold water; make a lather of good
ease.— AY. Louis Republican.
importation of sugars, the evidence has a wonderful vitalitythat enabled them
The Nationals of the Detroit district
Wheat-Growing Extraordinary—. bar soap— white is best— and in it dis- become convincingthat enormous frauds to attain old age, but their brain power have nominated John Heffron for ConSeme specimens of wheat have been solve a small piece of alum. Use this are perpetrated in the exportation of appears to have been absorbed by gress; John W. Stone has been renomhanded us by Mr. W. H. Foster, of dissolved soap in the water, and rub the What purports to be refined sugar pro- toughened muscles. This will account inated by the Fifth districtRepublicans;
Brookline, Mass., and they are of un- goods with the hands as far as possible. duced from imported raw sugar,— Wash- for the death of the mother in the Ooun- Hugh McCurdy by the Sixth district
ty Almshouse,because when her old age
usually fine growth. Mr. Foster planted Put through two waters, and rinse in ington Cor. Chicago Times.
Democrats; James I. Mead by the Sixth
compelled relianoe on others, of all the
the seed singly one foot apart each way, two more. A handful of salt or a spoondistrict Nationals; anA O’Brien J. AtkinHe Hot Even.
ten living children, non4 were capable
and when the plants matured as many ful of vinegar in the rinsing water helps
son by the Sevehth district Democrats.
to brighten and hold the colors. Wash
as forty-eight well-headed stalks five feet
Last evening a tall, raw-boned, of offering her a home, and she was
NorthwesternMining Journal : The
eight inches in height were found grow- only one article at a time, and that very kungry-looking man, wearing the garb forced on the populace. Some of the
personal
property of tne Saginaw mine
quickly." --------- --------------ing from a single seed. Mr. Foster estiof a countryman, stepped up to the child '.en live at Pownal now, others in
is being removed from the island a* rapWashing Fluid.— Take one-half office of the Grand Hotel, and, after North Adams, and others stiU ont
mates that if he had seeded an acre he
idly as possible, and 'ere long the lowould have required but 3$ pounds of pound sbda ash, and half s poririd of1 “ rustling” with the register,on which West.
cation wiH be utterly abandoned, and
seed, while if the seed had been sown unslacked lime, and put them in a gal- he
-Newport.
The shakers.
suffered to revert onpe, more into the
broadcast 120 pounds would huTe been lon of water ; boil twenty minutes ; let Ky-i’fle apooe&ltt&j-kSchuyler, ana
That very singular body of persons, “forest primeval,” from Which it was
it
stand
till
cool,
then
drain
off
and
put
needed. He used common manure, and
“ reckoned; he ’d take a bite of guftiei,!’.
commonly known as Shakers— their momentarily reclaimed by a speculative
the variety of seed was the common in a jug or jar. Soak your dirty clothes throwing down a dollar on the counter. proper name is the Unite4 Society of Be•llv/
4*iS
Western wheat. This interestingex- over night, or until they are wet through, The money was raked in by Schuyler, lievers in Christ’s Second Appearing— is
Mr. Parker, of Muir, Went to Ionia
periment demonstrates,in the opinion of then Wring, and rub on plenty of soap who said
said to have materiallyincreased since
to
see the circus. > He only took in the
on
the
dirtiest
places,
and,
in
one
boilMr. Foster, that thin seeding of wheat
“Yoi’Jl find the dining-room -pifctbe 1870, and to number now nearly 12,000.
is much preferable to the ordinary er of clothes,well covered with water, first floor, ujust go up three flight of This is remarkable, inasmuch as, believ- moral part of it— the animals— and a little game with t|ie boys. It. cosfr him
broadcast sowing. Certainly the experi- add one teacupfulof the fluid ;, boil half steps.”
ing and rigidly adhering to celibacy, $65. Then he told an officer, and the
an
hour
.
or
more
;
rub
through
one
The straqger hesit^d. He glanced they can recruit their fafiks only by exment is worth trying on a large scale,
and, if the result is satisfactory, it will water, and rinse well, and your clothes at the place where the $1 was put ; then ternal accretion. They have eighteen gamblers refunded his moileyto keep
out of jail
will look better than by the old way of he looked bard at the clerk, as if waiting
be an important fact to wheat growers.
separatesettlements(the sect is entirely
washing
twice
before
boiling.
This
is
for something.
Massachusetts
---Mb. Clinton Nelson, a farmer of
confined to the United States), of which
the originalrecipe ; but to economize I
“ Right up stairs,sir,” said the clerk.
Noxious Inb^ow and WQRMf}.-firfethere are 2 in Maine, 2 in New Hamp- Riley, Clinton oounty, has started a new
“ But ah— well, don’t I git any change
speonlation. He visits Detroit, bays
queut cultivating,if thoroughlydone, put one quart ot good lye, made from
shire, 4 in Massachusetts, 1 in Connectiwood
ashes, in the place of soda ash. and back?”
the
worn-out street-carhorses for *
will destroy millions of cut worms while
cut, 3 in New York, 4 in Ohio, and 2 in
I found that it was just as good and
“ Change?”
nominal
figure, takes them home, gives
in the larva state. Cut worms do not
Kentucky. They now believe the kingcome into the world already grown, just cheaper, too,— Housekeeper'sCompan- •“ “Yes. That's a dollar bill I give you.” dom of neaven has been established; them rest and fat pasture, and makes
-x<* \~rs
„ “ Of course. That’s all right. That’s that Christ has come upon earth a sec- them over half or two-thirds as good as
as our cofn is getting well to growing,
Removing Bad Smells.— Smoke wiH /fhe regular charge for supper.”
but they have been living for weeks
ond time in the form of Mother Ann new.
“A dollar for supper? Well,helH” (Ann Lee, an Englishwoman, born in
Hon. A. V. Alvay, of 'Manistee, who
upon the, weeds and gr^ss which we remove a bad smell more effectually and
And
then
Mr.
Townsend
broke
lor
was
recently appointed Circuit Judge of
allow to grow in our fields early in the with less labor than anything else. .If
Manchester, was the founder of the sect,
tlie Nineteenth Circuit, has entered npon
that
supper-room
with
a
strange
light
in
the
hands
smell
of
an
ything
disagreespring. If one would keep his cornfield
having emigratedthence with a small
an hold thein his eye- f^nd a look of firm determination bond of disciples shortly before the the duties of his office, and wiU hold
id and
thoroughly cultivated, and the weeds and able; remove the stove-lid
grass from growing, before planting and over the smoke a minute and it will all In hiis fytee. ! Sitting down to the table, Revolutionary war), and that the person- his first term of court in Osceola county
the fore part of September. The aphoeing time, he would find fewer worms be gone. Fill an empty barrel half full he wrapped his cowhide boots around al reign of God has been restored.
pointmentsfor holding Circuit Court
to eat his corn during the summer. So, of straw and set it on fire; it will clean the legs of the table and sailed in. He
throughout the distnot, as made by
Frightening Away Crows.
if he can destroy the eggs of grasshop- the barrel, and a little care will keep it scooped the, grab in with both hands,
and
kept
it
up
for
full
half
an
hour.
Judge
Wheeler, will not be changed.
pers and crickets before they natch, by from scorching.If any of the young
Some farmers have a curious method
Those
sitting
around
were
soon
attracted
folks
go
rabbit-hunting
and
make
a
misA
special
from Flint to the Detroit
exposure to the elements, or if he can
of frighteningaway crows from a newlymake his fields barren of vegetationfor take in the game they tree (as was the by the novel sight, and one matter-of- sown field, They make paper cones Telegraph, dated 23d, says: 11 Early
a few days just as they Urb hatching, he case with our boys a short time ago), fact guest, thinking the man was eating some four or five inches long, and wide this morning the Brotherton Hotel,
can chedk them very mhteriallyl The they can lose the unpleasant remem- on a wager, kept tally, and this was enough at the larger end to admit the Samuel Brothertonowner and propriewhite grub is another insect winch can brance of it by setting a bunch of straw what h? checked off on a bill of fare
head of a crow; at the bottom they place tor, jtogether with three adjoining stores,
be starved or otherwise destroyed by re- on fire and standinga while in the smoke. Two cups of coffee, 3 plates plain bread, K>me seeds, the inside of the top being the property of Oren Stone, were
peated cultivation. Kill every green 1 have removed the taste and smell of 2 plates fried mush, 1 plate corn beef, coated with bird-lime. The cones thus burned. The loss on the hotel is $3,000,
thing in and on the ground by a week or turpentine and ooal-cil from bottles by 1 plate chicken, 1 plate oOld ham, 2 prepared are put lightly into the ground, with no insuraioe. On the stores,$2,500;
ten days of plowing and cultivating, and washing them with a little vinegar.— plates loin of veal, 2 plates broiled beef. the top level to the earth; the crow is insured for $1,200. Miss H. H. Daly,
8 plates broiled ham, 4 plates fresh fish, soon tempted to plunge in his head after millinery, occupying one store, lost her
every insect that depends upon leaves or Letter to Kansas Farmer.
3 plates fried eggs, 2 plates fried pota- the seed, and, upon withdrawing :t the entire stock, valued at $2,500; no insurroots must die. The parent insect detoes, 1 plate baked potatoes,
A Miserly Millionaire.
posits her eggs just where the young
oone adheres to him tightly. His as- ance. Mrs. Kate Smith, milliner, loss
Tiie man who “scored” during his pect, with the fool’s cap on, as he blindly $1,500; insurance, $500. M. Raab, baklarv
larvae can find suitable food as soon as
Michael Reese, the California millionhatched. If we take this away, we as aire who recently died at Wallenstein, epigastric feat then took the record to flies hither and thither among his rela- ery, loss, $1,000: insurance, $700. Cause
effectually kill the young as we would a Germany, was reputed to be the riohest Schuyler, who, after enjoying a hearty tions, frightens them so much that they of fire, a lamp whioh exploded in a room
new-born calf or lamb by taking it away Jew in the United States, and, with the laugh at the expense of the hotel, figured almost turn pale; at any rate they fly off occupied by a sick man over Mrs.
from its mother, and not otherwise pro- exception of Senator Sharon, the largest on it, with restaurant prices as a basis, with horror depicted on their coun- Smith’s store.
viding for it.— New England Farmer. real-estate owner in California;he was and found that his Newport friend had tenances,and a chorus of “ Poor Karr,
Another horrible nitro-glyoerineexgot away with just $4,05 worth.— Cm- the white devil has got him at last !”
also a great miser and very eooentric.
plosion occurred at Negaunee the other
cinniti Enquirer.
About the House.
and so they are never seen in the field day, resultingin the instant death of
He brought $30,000 to this country in
A transparentmucilage of great te- 1835, and for fifteen years was a noted
again.
Henry E. Huber, Samuel M. Cooper,
Depraved Boy.
nacity may be made by mixing rice flour Richmond (Va.) slaveholderand specuDayton
L. Brown and John J. Soaunell,
The Pacifle Wheat Crop.
with cold water, and letting it gently lator, heavy losses driving him to the
In London the other day a woman
The surplus of O&liforaia wheat avail- all unmarried men, who were in the emsimmer over the fire.
Pacific coast in 1850. He saw what was named Harris asked her boy 5 years of able for exportationis estimated for this ploy of the Miners’ Powder Company,
Transparent Pies.— Line two plates to be California’sfuture and invested age to rook the cradle of his infant year at 650,000 to 750,000 tons. The ex- and at whose works they were at the
with crust and fill with a mixture oom- his all in land, whioh he would only sell brother aged 3 months. The boy, portable surplus of Oregon is about time of the accident engaged in the
, posed of three eggs, two table-spoonfuls at fancy prices and then to immediately who was of a passionate nature, an100,000 tons. The European demand manufacture of the glycerine. The
fol jelly and one of butter, beaten to- invest the proceeds in more land. Note swered : “ I don’t want to rook him,” for this grain will be good, and a bene- bodies of Hnber and ScanneU are mugether.
and stock brokerage helped to swell his and, on his mother leaving the room for ficial activity will result in the business tilated past recognition,while the debris
growing pile, which early gave him a a minute, he got a large iron nail and of iutiling vessels plying between San of the company’s works is scattered
WhortleberryCake.— Beat two eggs
millionaire’sreputation, and was in- straok the child under the left eye with Francisco and Europe. Sailing vessels around a large area. These works were
with one cup of sugar* stir in half the
creased by bis being among the first it, the eye being blackened. Remedies have had too little to do all the world situated within the corporate limits of
quantity of butter, ana one oup of milk.
and very successful bonanza specula- were applied, but the child died from ef- over of recent years, and the employ- the city, but at quite a distance from the
Gift one teaspoonful of soda in four
tors, Mr. Reese was so miserly that fusion on the brain consequent on the ment of 500 sailing vessels in carrying business portion of the town, which excups of flour; add a pinch of salt, and
to gratify his enormous appetite, when. wound. At the inquest, one juryman this year’s California wheat to market perienced a fearful shook. The loss on
one pint of fresh whortleberries. Eat it
dining with a friend, he would ask for1 wished to legaUy punish the child, and will vary this dullness agreeably.
buildings and stock cannot be closely
warm.
estimated.Of course, there is no living
the bread left on his friend’s plate, to contestedthe verdict for a quarter of an
Good Ginger Cookies.— One cupful spare the expense of ordering more. hour, but ultimately
verdict of
The taUest Princess in the world re witness to teU the cause of the horror,
of molasses, one cupful of sugar, two- The only time he was ever known to “Death from misadventure” was re- the Crown Princess of Denmark. She and the inquest wiU elicit but few mathirds of a cupful of shortening,two- treat any one was when he invited his turned.
is six feet two inches high. She is very terial facts in that diiectiori.

merchant t.

raise turkeys successfully is to give the
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Napoleon so

Saturday, August 31, 1878.

France were

in fact, ns' the armies of

for

the conflictwith Prussia which the late
the

trial of the efficiencyof Austria’s

first

GREAT REDUCTION
- 1

recklessly courted. This is

A CHANGE

vast military establishmentsince its reor-

ganization after Sadowa, and the results

3ST

FRANK

!

LESLIE'S

CHIMNEY CORNER —

This beautiful periodical,the best American Fam.
Hy Journal. Story Paper and Home Friend, has
thus far are anything but encouraging to
Having pnrchMed the hardware stock ar.d hnul- uccn the successful rival of all the weekly Journals
However the elections for Congressmen those who have calculated that the double- ne«a containedIn the atore tormerly occupied by for the »a«t thirteen years. It gained a place in
the mlndii and hearts of our people, and now the
may terminate this fall, it is nearly certain barreled Austro-Hungarian monarchy
name of Its patrons Is Legion.
from the nominations already made, and might prove an important factor in a genG. J.
vc*r
Comer seem to he better
than ever. Its serial stories are of the most
I reepedtfalty aolicitthe ctutom of ever? farmer
those wliich are likely to follow, that eral European war.
absorbing and Lively character, of groat power,
and citizen who may feel Inclined to deal with me
—
true to life and full of merit, taking a wide range
about two*third8 of the next House of
I shall keep on hand and will tell cheap
of subject#to please every member of a houeeThe New York papers publish an elabRepresentativeswill be new members.
hold-the domestic story for the mother, the
charming love-iale for the daughters,the more
The old stock is fast weeded out. and the orate acchnnt of the elopement of William
dramatic for the young men, the solid novel for
.The beet kinda of
older readers, and then we have stirring adventure
changes in the South, which usually pre- H. G. De Veer, a young Hollander who
for the boys and lalry-tales
for the children.
has
lived
in
thiacountry
several
years,
serves its representation intact as long as
Habberton. Howard, Roblneon, De Forrest.
the members are useful, are larger than with Miss Lizzie Ogdon, daughter of a
Benedict, 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas, Etta W.
Pierce, and other eminent wrltters.are its regular
usual, but still far less relatively than in prominent merchant of Keyport, N. J.
contributors.The subjectstr ated of are verv
Mr. de Veer’s brother is the Rev. G. W.
the North.

WEEDIHO OUT.

MR.

SUMMER GOODS
Linen Dusters,

-

-

FOH/ cash:

Cooking

Parlor and

The two-term practice

land, and his mother is Mrs. C. M.

by both parties in the North

ally accepted

De

ern States, has advantagesand disadvan- Veer of Velp, near Arnheim, Holland.
tages which are much disputed. It rc* The family is said to be very wealthy.
spects the good ^pierican principle of ro- Mr. De Veer took hia beautiful bride to
tation in office, and discourages the grow- Europe, immediately after marrying. We
publish this for the benefit of some of our

ing tendency of politicians to keep and

than this, the readers, who formerly lived in the city of
representative knows that he is on his good Arnheim, and who are probublyacquainted
behavior,and that his future career may with the De Veer family.
monopolize

depend greatly on the record he makes
during this limited service. Of course

who

there is another class

„

at the very time
to

when

the

to

Order.

Opposite the Post-Office.
WM. C MELIS.
Holland, August,

used to infect the locality.

1818.

31.

29-3m

CONSUMPTION CURED

1

Theoudenrigned,an old retiredphysician, haw

Additional foral

his constituents,since the

more than a training
second. It is true the rules

of the House are complicated to a

made

repaired and

commercialfer-

us, that

Ac., Ac., Ac.

your Cbildreu go to C. Wiersema’s
person for their School Supplies and School
Let

has had no experience in parliamen- Books.

tary bodies, but as a very considerable

Candies, Nuts, Oranges, Lemons and

portion of the memebers of every Con-

Ice cold

gress may be said to have graduated from
the State Legislatures, in which the

general rules exist, this reason

man

Pessiuk

at the

___

____

25-3

w

N. K. Fairbank’s tin caddy Lard can

is less po-

be found at E. J.

tent than it would seem at first glance.

While,* proper public

temperance drinks,

same Bukery- ____

necessarily finest and best Lard for family use in the

For

of late years has been to convert this ex-

perience into personal profit. Nearly

bacco and

good cigar, call

a

-IMTOTADT,

and

of

J. P.

“CASE’S.

NEW

A

Golden machine, and

old members, beginning

envelope.

Ogdensburg, N,

Y

at

all

the scandals of Congress are marked by
the names

Tob

good Fine Cut and Smoking

Pure Lard Oil
with the first great land job, and ending always on hand, at the drug store of
J. 0. DOESBURG.
with the most recent attempt at plunder.

f

of fruit, vegetables, and farming produce at regu

scramble

for seats in

witnessed,

now

Congress as is

when nominating conventions

sit for three or four

days, adjourn to meet

before getting a candidate.

of

hard times has

much

The

pressure

with

to do

Query: “Why
mon

Marburg
same

they can buy

__

^

45-1

Best White Lime only $1.00 per

develope fortune. at
Hence the unusual anxiety to obtain a

y

and

Eggs.

E. J.

HARRINGTON’S.

Toe
the whole, the short service is prefer-

Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
A No. 1, hand-made Kip

Great

Shoe Store

sells

I will keep on hand a full supply of Groceries and
Provisions, which will be sold cheap for ca*h.

Give me a trial and sell and
buy to your advantage.
G. A. KONING.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 23, 1878. 28-8m

CEEAF! CHEAP!

able to the long, as offering less tempta- Boots, every pair warranted for $2.50, 28
Canal street, Grand
26-tf
tion, and holding a moral check on the
-

member. The'

present House needed

weeding out badly,

and

-

Rapids,

-

Arnold’s Writling Fluid, at

both sides re-

quired the lesson which the people are

“CASE’S.”

now

Dr. F. 8. Ledcboer has made arrangecharge. If the next House
ments
to keep his office at the Drug Store
should prove to be no belter, the instruction will have to be repealed until Con- ot J. O. Doesburg, where he can be found
from 10

to 11 a.

m. and 8

to 4 p.

We have jupt added to

our stock of

NEW FURNITURE
-

ALL KINDS OF

-

Frank

if it is not

time

to

change

their representa-

A New and

AUSTRIAN DIFFICULTY.
The

A fine

lot

E. J.

--

situation of the Austriantroops in

-

of Summer Shawls

just re-

-

HARRINGTON.

Bosnia increases in gravity. Reports from

Ladies’ Best Goat Bui ton Shoes, $2.00,
Servian sources say that one army corps, Ladies Best French Kid Shoes. $3.0o|
that of General Szaparay,has been forced Ladies Best Serge Shoes, $1.00. Walking
to

beyond

Beautiful

the Bosna river, the in-

Also the best

Store

ERRORS

guaranteeyou

paper an army

os numerous-, as

the whole

populatiouof the revolted proviuce,to be

a

saving of 40 per cent.

--

The
at the

E J;HARRINQT°NWhile coughs aud

colds are very prev

of the arms and appliances of regular alent, we recommend a
warware, except such as may have been Cough and Lung

trial of

Catholic

Insurance Notice.
Home

New

York,
British America,
Underwritters of
of

Firemans’

N

Y.

Fund of

1>ANJ. ARNOLD, ClreuHJt/dpe.

Orient of Hartford, Conn.

Roger Williams, R.

Countersigned:A. A. Tracet,
I.

Howard & McBride.

_

We

BOOTS & SHOES.

26-tf

Four Badger State Fanning Mills will be
sold cheap, call and see them at the warewas crossed, the immense preparations for house ol E. J . Harrington. They aie for
the occupation of Bosuia constitutedthe sale cheap for cash or produce.
burdeu of the dispatches from Vienna, and

it

was naturally supposed that, when the

movement was

actuallyundertaken,the

ample for a victorious progress
through the province, and that every attempt alarmed resistance would be inforce was

stantly

and

mercilessly stamped out.

These expectationshave not been

The invading

forces appear to

fulflllcd.

have been

iu a wretched conditionof unreadiness—
as littleprepared for the work before them,

complete stock of Boots atul Shoes

fur Ladies’ and

Gentlemen.

Also,

Rubbers, Slippers
Ladies’ walking shoes, etc., at a bargain
at the

Cheap Cash Store

offer all

m

-g. /.

A

A Fresh Stock of

GROCERIES
for

Cash by

BOOT,

OppositeH. Meyer A Co’s FurnitureStore.

Tobacco and Cigars, Candies, Nuts,
and a full line of staple Groceries can always be found at
this Store.

«

.

Holland, August

„
8,

HA(R(RI]?GT0]f.

NEW

STORE!

Have re-opened their extensive Furniturebusiness, closed by the big fire of 1871, on the corner of
Has become widelv known as the only competent and reliabletraveling Physician. Uis reputation has been acquired by honest, fair dealing aud
years of successful practice In the treatment of all
Chronic Diseases and Deformitiesas a specialty.
Does not claim to be infallibleor to know everything, or to cure everybody; but does claim that a
large and extensive practice and unparalleled success, as evidenceto sustain it, is the best proof of
a physician e skill. He treat# annually from five to
six thousandpersons. ExperienceIs worth every^
thing. Knowledge gained from treating and coring
thousands of cases enables him to

P.BOOT.

of

H.W.VEBBEEK&CO.

Is offered to the Public and will be sold Cheap

tf

found in the forts and arsenals they have
captured. For weeks before the frontier

.

Regitter in Chancery.

A true copy. Attest: A. A. Traokt.
Register in Chancery.
Lowino * Cnosfl, «oTr# tor Cornet. 23-7w

Ever introducedInto this City.

Young’s

Syrup.

^eaP

Agent Wanted.

FINE COFFINS

-«•»-

finest No. 1 Mackeral can be found
cheap cash stoic of

thus baffled by a few insurgents,without

any apparent organization and with none

---

t*15

______
ROHAN

WALNUT CASKETS

P.

humiliating to Austria, pretendingto be a

of^

Defendant.

-----

great military power, and showing on

the country.

Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale
cheap.

A

Philipovich, at Serajevo, is seriously Bankrupt B.iot and Shoe Store, 28 Canal
threatened on both flanks. It must be street, when you visit Grand Rapids. We

Rapids.
--

Lard, the best in

session of said court, held at the Court
House In the city of Grand Haven, on the 9th dav
of July, 1878. Present: The Honorable Dan J.
Arnold, Circuit Judge.
The best book ever published
THE
0F
In this cause it satisfactorilyappearing bv the
on Romanism. Contributed by
affidavit of Stepnen L. Lowing, that the defendant.
the ablest Divines of the dlfterent
Jasper Caswell, is not a resident of this State, but
Denominations. Illustratedwith
Is a resident of the State of Oregon, and that no
Pine 8teeI Engravingsof Bishops
service of process can bo made on him for that
Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other reason.
contributors.We being the Publishers, and emOn motion of Messrs. Lowing* Cross, solicitors
ploying no middlemen are able to give direct to
Canvassersthe largest commissions. Sell Rapid- for the complainant,it is ordere? , that ihe said
defendant,Jasper Caswell, cause his appearance
ly. For terms and circulars. Address,
In this cause to bo entered within one hundred
J. H. CHAMBERS A CO.
days from the date of this order, and in case of
h , *Pp®artnce- he cansc bis answer to complainSt. Louis, Mo.
ant s bill to bo filed and a copy thereol to be served
on the complainant’s solicitorswithin twentvdays
after the service of acopvof the complainant’s
bill
and notice of this order; and in default thereof,
that the said bill be taken as confessed by the said
defendant,Jasper Caswell.
And it it further ordered;that within twenty
days the said complainant cause a notice of (nls
order to be published In the Holland Crrr News.
a public newspaper, published and circulating in
County of Ottawa, and that said notice be
publishedonce in each week for six successive
weeks, or that he cansc a copy of this order to be
personally served on the defendant,Jasper Caswell, at least twenty days bdlore the time above
Cal.
prescribed for his appearance.

—

at extremely
low figures. Come and See.
26-3
H. MEYER & CO.

surgents having appeared in such

See.

N. K. Fairbank’s Tin Caddy

537 Pearl Street, New York.

Hjllind, Mich., August 7th, 1878.

Shoes, 75 cents and $1.00, elegant styles
numbers at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
as to make its position untenable. Vienna Shoes Store, 28 Canal street, Grand
dispatchesdeny that the corps has re2ft-tf
treated, but admit that the rebels had atFor a beautiful lot of Bleached and Untacked and endeavor to turn its position
bleached Sheetings,from 1 yard wide to
and destroy its pontoons across the Bosna,
yards, go to the cheap cash store of
so as to prevent the passage of reinforceE. J. HARRINGTON.
ments. Servian and Bosnian rumors also
represent that the main army of General
Don’t fail to visit the Great Chicago
retire

and

At a

Lounges,
Easy Chairs, Etc.

—

ceived at

cheaper than ever. Call

vt.

represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
Companies, in this City, with a total capitalof over

Parlor Suits,

bold himself in readiness to answer any
and all calls, day or night.

--

Ladies hose in endless variety,

Jasper Caswell.

We

do well to reflect on this subject, and see

tive.

1

E. J. Harrington.

Leslie’s Publishing House,

ft-28w

Sewing Machines

m., or at

Our farmers living on railroad lands will his residence on Eighth street, near C. &
M. L. 8. R. H. crossing, where he will

Sheetings, Muslins, etc.,
Sheetings from yard wide to yards wide.

O

giving free of

gress is purged.

A large lot of new Bleached and Unbleached

u

enjoy-

ment

.

splendid variety of otherTeas.

a

CHURCH.
- r

barrel

to

seat, as the short cut to ease

On

when

_

Price*”

abroad that Congress is a placer, which
only needs working

tobacco,

will men smoke com-

this Bros. 'Seal of North Carolina,'at the

pursuit of office; but the idea has also got

Cash Paid for Butter and

“CASE’S.”

again, and cast a thousand or more ballots

n

And

Order of Publication.

FRUIT! FRUIT!

Just received a large and elegant stock market prices.
of Stationery,which will be sold cheap.
Paper a specialty,at

MAGAZINE is

English Breakfast TEA

CTATB

A nick lot of Carpets at from 20 to 75
familiarto the public, and nearly every cents per yard just receivedat
I have opened a new businesson the corner of
Eighth and Market street. In the store formerly
one of them was a recognized Republican
E. J. HARRINGTON.
occupied by A. Flletstra,where I will buy all kinds
Twenty-five years ago there was no such

LESLIE’S SUNDAY

SUPERB ARTICLE OF

X

cu.., iu gruai variety. Each copy of this Magazine has inO exquisite engravingsof the most interesting character
It has reacheda circulation and prosperity such as
make It one of the marvelsof periodicalliterature.
OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court for
It is indeed a beautiful work. Buy It and see for
the County of Ottawa -Iu Chancery.
yourselves.Single copies are only 25 cents, and
Jane Caswell,
Annual Subscription Price only $3, post paid. AdComiiialnant,
dress orders to

STORE.

In the Credit Mobilier every name was

leader.

that class of

for the next few days.

MONTHLY has

a beautiful work. It will interest educated and
cultivated minds as well as the most ordinary
reader. It Is the only Sunday magazine published
in this country. Every number has 128 pages filled
with the most select and fascinating literature,
ranging from the Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. F.

Address with two 3c
’stampsto pay poatag#

r

opportunities for knowledge, the tendency

all

goods will be sold very cheap

rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
to public favor. Its contributors are some of the
best living writers. Every departmentof literature is repreaenlsted
In Its columns. The amount
* v1 jtU,c,*on- entertainmentand amusementafforded by the articles, essavs. stories,and general
miscellanycontained in the 1*8 quarto pages of
each number of this publication has been well appn ciated. Every copy of the “Popu'ar Monthly"
is erabeUishedwith over 100 beautifulIllustrations.
Being the cheapest periodical of the klntTin existence. and at the same time one of the most select
and universally welcome, It must continueto increase In public favor, and rank with tbp publisher • ..unday Magazine — the highest among all our
American monthlies. It is publishedon the !5th
of each month. Price, 25 cents a number; Subscription,$3, post paid, per year. Address vour
orders to Frank Leslie,537 Pearl Street,New York.

FRANK

Harrington.This is the

gains by experience, if he improves his United States.

LESLIE’S POPULAR

made

-7 —— — —
— ——
** mo uuuw-Buuuren
Ibe mean# oi cure. To all who desire it, he will
•end a copy oi the prescription used, Fre« of
t/Umrffo, with direction* .or preparing and ua-

takes

Hats, and

pages, with eight

LESLIE'S LADY’S JOURNAL, 16
pages, Issned weekly, contains excellent Pictures
and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of
Ladies and Children’s Ware; nscful Information
on Family Topics; Select Stories; Beautiful Illustrationsof home and Foreign Subjects;Poetry;
Fashionable Intelligence;Personal Chit* Chat:
Amusing Cartoonson the Follies and Foibles of
the Day ; Sparks of Mirth, etc., etc. Frank Letlie's
i j. y f J°urnal *8 the moit beautiful of ail the
ladles papers. It should be found on the table of
every lady In the land. Price 10 cents a copy ; an!
nual subscription, $4, postpaid.

FRANK

-

it

stock.

FRANK

Tinmre

the chills and fever and other malaria that

Rkmembek, If you owe
money to buy paper.

room for a large new

Fans, Parasols, Gents’ Summer

pages of Illustrations,printed on fine paper. Is
published every Monday, price only 10 cents; annual subscription, $4, post-paid. Address vour
orders to Frank Leslie's PublishingHouse; M7
Pearl Street, New York.

Fanning Implements as cheap
as anywhere.

-

he is likely to be

Men’s Boots, and Shoes, will
be slaughtered to make

Exquisite steel engravingsare frequently given
away to its subscribers,

lino.

.The Almney Corwr, sixteen

Augusta, Ga., has complelly driven out

first term is little
school for the

--

The ammonia of

that under the two-term rule he goes out

who

CLTLERY, and everythingelse in our

tilizersmanufacturedin the suburbs of

seek to

will

make the most of a present opportunity,
knowing that it will not be repeated.
The argument most used for prolonged
representationby the same member, is

most useful

ventures. Essays, Fun, Travel#, Natural History,
Legends,Anecdotes,Science, etc , make this publicationone of the most entertaining iu existence.

power. More

--

PANTS, VESTS, ETC.

STOVES.

A. De Veer of Ryndake, Arnheim, Hol-

which, is gener-

AS

SXJOH

,he

KROON,

-

know

the

Ninth

to

River Streets.

In opening this store we open the finest and
largest Furniture store In Ottawa Co., and respectfully invite our old customers to come ana examine our stock of goods, consisting of the finest
and best kinds of fnrnlture to the cheapest,including all the latest styles, snch as East Lake,
Qneen Anne, etc., which we offer at

Very Low Prices.

cause and the remedy needed. He never injared a
human being by excessivedragging, or destroyed
Having bought everything new we can sell lower
a life by experiment and it Is not necessary to with a small profit, than old stock can be sold "at
change diet oroccnpation while under his treat- cost.”

ment

1878.

If you are afflictedwith Diseases of the Eyes,
Ears, Head. Heart, Throat.Lungs. Chest, Spine,
stock;
and
Liver. Stomach, Bowels, Kidneys,Genetro Urinary
Organs, Brain, Nerves. Bones, Joints, Deformities.
see for yourself.
Malformations, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sores, Ulcers
The highest market price paid for good TN Ottawa or Allegan Conntlesln exchange for Tumors, Cancers, Blood or Skin, and all persons
±m real esute In the City of Holland.
that are troubled with any ailment or inconvenRemaining Proprietors of the
fruit, poultry, etc, and a good supply of
51-tf
ience of any name or nature, are invited to call and
Inquireat tbla Office.
investmte before they abandon hope.
fruit, honey, etc, always on hand at the
Caudid in opinion,reasonablein charges, and
Meat Market of
will not urge or persuade yon to take treatment,
and no one will be treated unless there is a strong
G. J. VAN DUREN.
probabilityof a cure or permanent benefit.Make
N. B. Spring chickens wanted immedi- T^OTICB is hereby given, that the co-partner- interrogation and decide for yourself. Consults
a „8htlp^erJ!iorore0.x,8l,ngbetween H. K. Luco tion free. MedicinesCash, don’t ask for credit.
ately, tor which the highest market price
aud R. R. Perkins, under the firm name of Luce *
We are prepared to mannfactnrefnrnltureto order
will be paid.
WILL BE AT
Perk us. doing bn.lness In the City of Holland
and can afford to sell common ware very cheap.
hss this day been dlsolved by mutal consent. The
City Hotel, on Monday, Sept.
We also keep ourselves preparedto do all kinds
Hand made Calf Boots, $2.50 and $3X)0 burincM will be continued by Mr. U. R. Luce, who 30th, until 4 p. m. y
of Planing. Matching, Re-sawlng,making of Doors.
will settle all accounts of the firm.
,
RAPIDS, Ratbbun House, on the Sash and Blinds, etc.,
at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
H. R. LUCE.
1st audjbth days of every month; Address, Dr.
R.R. PKRKINS.
Shoe Store, 28 Canal street. Grand Rapids.
H. W.
& Co.
Hated, Holland, August 2nd, 1878. 25-4w | J. C. Kennedy,Ratbbun House, Grand Rapids,
Mich., with stamp.
Holland, Mich.. July 25, 1879.

A complete

come

LAND WANTED.

IPHCBUIX

Dissolution Notice.

Planing

Mill,

HOLLAND,

.

GRAND

VERBEEK

Gol^> is quoted steady

lotting*.

greenbacks at

Good wheat wan was

worth 99 cents

Mr.

yesterday.

day

Early on Monday morning

at

100^—

or,

The Allegan County

99J.£ cents.

Gcrrit Van den Beldt, left on

last for a trip to

Fair will

open on

MSP

the Netherlands.

^

CORNER CEDAR

Kearney was very lucky in St. Louis.
Northern men are gradually getting
He got his hat back from the crowd when possessionof the best landed estates in
Virginia.
The Western Union Pair will be held he passed it around.

The

A.

extension on Mr.

-

. —
Wk find in the Allegan Journal that
Adelrert Ames, formerly senator from
and governor of Mississippi, now sells Rev. Jus. F. Zwemer, was a delegate to
Allegan County RepublicanConvention.
butter and cheese in New York city.

-

dwelling is progressing
frame

is

Rev.

up and the roof

Wm. M.

•«•*-

Stekctee’s

first-rate— the

almost finished.

is

whose term

Coplin,

galvanized iron cornice work on

In 1873 we exported

onlyf

twelve million

Van der Veen’s new buildingis being put yards ol cotton goods; last year we exand improves the appearanceof that ported one hundred and eleven million

on

ex-

to-morrow,(Sunday) will preach

pires with

The

yards.

flop building.

k

Luce

M.

The

E. Church.

first car load of

wheat exported

from this city was by Mr. Jas. E. Higgins,

We

tender our thanks to Mr. Geo. S.

Harrington for

a

as fine

lot of large ripe

and the first cargo— entire vessel load—
was by him shipped this week to Mil-

Early Crawford peaches as we have ever waukee.
had the honor

Among

MONUMENTS E.
CEMETEET W0EE
- m
-And

STONE.

finished.

take the place of the Metropolis on the

route between South

Haven and Chicago,

-

and the Mary Groh has taken her former
rjute-— between Holland and Chicago.

-

Prof. C. Doesburg
last to visit

left

on Monday

Lightning struck the Russia leather
Mr. C. C. Comstock, greenback candid- pocket-hook of Mrs. Chenery of Salem,
ate for member of Congress,5th district, Mass., which she was carryingin her hand,
was in town on Wednesday last. We had and $69 in greenbacks was burned to a
the pleasure to meet him, and find that be crisp, silver coin blackened on one side,
is a fine old gentleman, with a calm and aud a railroad ticket scorched.
sound head, whose manners and language
List of letters remaining in tbe Post
impress and please everybody.

will

Holland, Mich., August 29, 1878:

office at

the differentcongregationsof

Work Warranted and

-

HEROLD.

B.

Call at the

1,

1877.

VAN RAALTE,

D. B. K.

Meat Market

DEALER

IN

Boots and Shoes

KTTITB

CT.

o

Holland, Mich., Sept.

1877.

For the beat kind of

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Fresh and Salted Meats.

Marshal Vaupell succeeded in captur- L. H. E. Kittridge, J. 8. McCarger, Y. A.
I pay the highest market
two tramps on Monday night, who Ballantine, Daniel Giddings, F. H. Milliprice for hides, hams, and i
were wanted at Grand Rapids on a charge ken, Daniel Morsas.
the interestof Hope College and its paper,
Wm.
Verbeek,
P.
M.
of stealing a gold watch and some money.
kinds of farmer’s produce.
Dt Uopt.
««•»»
They gave their names as Wm. HenderThe new flouring mill at Hamilton
On Wednesday next, at 1 P. M., the son and Wm. Murray. Sheriff Peck was
being built by Messrs. Geerlings& Co., Is
sale of furniture will be continued at the duly notified of their capture and came
and
sutlrely enclosed and the machinery is now
residenceof the late Rev. Dr. Stewart. for them on Wednesday morning.
being put in. However, it will hardly be
There is a fine chance left to purchase a
ready
for business before December. Wc
Iowa and all other states holding Octorelic of the late departed and beloved
Reformed Church in the Classes of
Holland, Grand River, Wisconsin etc., in

-

Call In and get bargains.

before you order, and patronize your home industry.
call

Holland, Mich., Ang. 25

HEROLD,

I am now selling the Howe 8ew!ng Machine,
and will henceforthkeep It for aala at my atore
Peddlingmachines with wagons ha* been abolished
for the simple reason that tha prices of machine*
me too low to admit of any expense in that way

Prices Low.
Give us a

Do you

—

CALLjSpjSEE US.

I

at No. 437 Julia street.

Young Man—

The steamer Grace Grummond is going

desired.

Just received at

A Complete araortmentof Children's and Infant*’
ahoea for fall and winter, andafbllltue of
Ladlaa' and Gentleman’s wear.

keep conftantlyon hand the beat kind of
atock, and also a nice varietv of dealgne. Letter
Ing done in the English, Uoilandand German lan-

All

a SHOES

Eighth Street, City of Holland

ktnda of

all

We

years, a native of Holland, died Augusts,

wish to make
Architect Kleyn has got the frame up
yourself a success? Then attend the
Geo. McBride, Esq. , of Grand Haven, of the extension on the dry-houseof the
Grand Rapids Business College and PracCappon
&
Bertsch
Leather
Co.,
and
it
will have a joint discussionabout the polnow shows for itself how much larger tical Training School. Send for College
itical issues of the day, with Mr. RichardJournal, containingparticulars.22-3w
son, of Jamestown, on Thursday evening that immense building will be when

to

—

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

the yellow fever death roll, pub-

lished in New York Daily Herald, we find
the name of-Daniel Mulder, aged 41

to receive.

next, Sept. 5th, at Zeeland, Mich.

OF

Perkins, BOOTS

Manntactun-raaf

guages, as

his farewellsermon in the evening at the

—

of “Case” Wiersema, in another column.

a frost was]

12th, & 13th.

A XIGHTH STREETS.

Fim*

STOCK
—

IfcTEW

Don’t forget to read the special notices

noticed on the sidewalks in this city,

at Muskegon on September 10th, 11th,

Largw

A

Tuesday, September 24th, next

the

Of the neateststyles and beat qualitieswhleh
offer cheaper than anybody else.

ing

I

-

examine my Makes Custom Work a
STOCK.
Specialty.
J.KUITE

Come

are sorry that mill was not put up iu

ber electionswill be compelled to vote

pastor of the 2nd Reformed Church.

twice this year— for state officers and for

Among
ers

the

names mentioned as spea

imbers of congress. This is because

in the Greenback cause in the Gran

[State legislationhas not been

Haven NerM-Journalwe find those of Dr. F.
S. Ledeboer

Leel

_

^

Mu. G. A. Koning, our

fruit

merchant,

shipped two baskets of Crawford peaches
to his friends in

Chicago this week, which

he had picked himself in
his uncle— J. Albers— in

to

where

this city,

EIGHTH

8T.f

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
5-1 8

con-

ears after 1876, as the date for electing

business of Mr.

icmbers of the House of Representatives.

is already to work with energy, and has

purchased a

Zeeland keeps on improving. The
stores we mentioned a few weeks ago are

W. &

The True

are doing business in them.

G.

J.

Kroon. Mr.

new supply

From and

to furnish his

NO.

complete hardware store. Give

him

22

trade the necessary attention,*

Holland, - - - Michigan

and will keep on hand a com-

a

call.

The above firm make

a

apeclaltyof custom work.

White Granite

Guarantee satisfaction.Their prlcca arc low plete stock of
insurance inough to compete with any honse in the city.
They keep conntantly oi hand a choice variety ol and C. C. Ware.
settle occurred at

new

our

Ladies aud Children at oca and gaitera.

(

J

--

----

-

as the

youthfulfreak,

to

a wild

which no criminality

is

peach borer, which has been gath-

attached, we withhold the names.

a hole

Second Ward.
...... 131
Third Ward...
Fourth Ward... ....... 155
.

126
815

1661

want

to

remark

and intends

to

continueiu

his

course.

Increase

of

880

862

ing late at night to this port to return the
excursionists that got

on

.....

way

home, not getting afloat until some time
next day. Aside from the bad luck of

of the progress of our city— because it

grounding the excursion was

our office— our

On Monday
open

for

the

next our public school will

fall

term. In the

afternoon,

duty. We

hail with pleas- to

ure another manufactory just started,

the corner of Seventh and Fish

vaarwerk.
1877.

EXCURSIONS

!

!

THE STEAMER

TWI-LIQ-HET
Having been rebuilt and

CAPTAIN

F.

lut winter,

refitted

R BROUWER,
Pr*P|kr*d

he

accommodato m* di,*red* I tID •l*0 prepared to

Watchmakers $ Jewelers, SVNDAX SCHOOL PICNICS,
dealers

in

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

numbers and finances.

Jewehy & Fancy

Goods.

Having » b tree aultable for that pnrpoae, to go
out on Lake Michigan, or to be taaen to any at•Irrd point, and brought home at the time agreed
upon. For anch large picnic*, however, timely
notice will be necessaryfor preparation.

Terms very Reasonable.
F. BROUWER,
Holland, June 1,

Captain.

1878.

17-8m

a success as

We

on hope Captain Brittain will have

streets,

o. J.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

be accommodated on short notice, for tba
amah aum of FIVE DOLLARS, taking them down
to the mouth of Black Lake In the morning, leavng them there and bring them back In the even-

board here, and

prompt an
is

large supplies.

SPECIAL PARTIES

to all those not yet

ask no excuse for being

in

fo?il^dlBo7«curalnn|bliC thtt

Go

eager to “trot out” every feature and form

We

Ware

Can

got stuck in the harbor again on her

913
880

sets or in large

Rockingham and Yellow

for yourself.

in the

120
312 acquaintedwith the insects to come and
159 examine the specimens on our desk.

who buy

quantities.

-

The Odd-Fellow excursion from Saugapeach tree deposits its egg and that becomes
tuck
to Holland and Muskegon on Monday
The school census just completed a worm which giidles and consequently
last was attended by considerabledelay.
shows the following result, compared with kills tbe tree. From this worm comes the
The steamer Brittain got stuck on the bar
the two previous years:
fly again and thus the process is repeated
near th6 Plugger Mills while going out,
1878. 1877. 1876.
another year. In calling your attention to
First Ward....
but fulfilled her contemplated trip, return271
271
this, we

liberal deduction to

treated the people kindly and with respect

ered by Messrs E. Ellen and Geo. 8. Har- and see

rington. This fly bores

those

FOB SALE.

Joslin&Breyman,

their conduct. This being merely

A

new

and worm, which is commonly known

date, I

after this

intend to devote to this line ol

RIVER STREET,

dwel* Vrieslartd, on Monday night. The barn
ten inches in
Repairing neatly done and at
ling— in short, we never strike the Village of Mr. Wm. Maurits was struck by lightShort Notice,
beautiful to behold.
of Zeeland but what we notice her mate- uiug, and burned with all its contents,
84-1 y
W. A U. ELFERDINK,
consisting of 16 tons of hay, 200 bushels
Afire occurred on yesterday mornin^ rial progress.
of oats, 160 bushels of wheat, pigs, chickabout 1 o’clock destroying the marble shop
Imil-A. Visscher, showed us a peach on\ p8. buggy, and farming implements. The
and its contents of Mr. H. R. Luce. The
Thursday last, which he had picked iu an •insurance amounted to $400, and will not
A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 800 bearing
building was owned by Mr. E. J. Herring
orchard at the Village of Zeeland, measur-j cover the loss by several hundreds of crape vines, 100 Currant bnahea; Btrawberrles;
ton and was not insured. The stock
Peani, Apple, Quince, Chestnut, Mnlberry, Apprling eleven inches in circumference,
dollars.
cot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
Mr. Luce had been insured A rfw days
—
No money required down Inquire or
can beat this? We are sorr/ to say, Mr.
J. VAN LANDEGEND,
ago, but the policy was nobye^ received.
Our Auction man from Muskegon has Holland.Mich. January
1. IKfi.
Viascher, also had a discqUrnging
report
tuora
The fire was undoubted lyythe^ork of an
once more opened his auction business in
about our peach orchards, saying be bad
incendiary.
Venuema’s store. His stock consists of
noticed diseased fruit, u^hich bore unmisClothing,
Ladies’ and Gents’ Furnishing
Considerablecommotion was created takeable signs of thyi’yellows.”If this
Goods,
Glassware,
Tinware, Crockery,
on Monday last by the report that two proves to be true/oun fruit-growers will
Trunks,
Valises,
Notions,
etc. He opened
young ladies,of respectable families, had do wise to immediately destroy all such
left their homes without the permissionof tiees aud save the rest of their orchards. on Tuesday evening, and where he perraiU
the people to purchase at their own figures
their parents. They were pursued and
he does a good business. He has always
We
have
on
our
desk
a
sample
of
the
brought home on Wednesday, to their
fly

VAN RAALTE.

Melis

lery, and everything else belonging in u

Dutch Reformed Church is building a
The first fire which
new edifice of brick and stone which
all of
company
will have to
will be an ornament to the village. Mr.
G. Bots is also building a fine

K.

CROCKERY!

ELFERDINK’S

H.

customers with stoves, nails, tinware, cut-

finished and occupied, aud their owners

parents, who feel justly indignant about

D n

w

a recent act of congress

fine

them measuring
circumference. They were

this

it will pay

it is.

the orchard of

the largest size, some of

how

We call the attention of our readers to
fixing the the new advertisement of Mr. Wm. C.
>nd Tuesday in November, every twq Melis, who has bought out linstock and

form to

and John Roost. We think
that is mistake. The doctor says he is
not on the stump and Mr. John Roost is
no Greenbuckeryet. Correct that list.

made

city, and we can’t yet see

sincerely

better

luck

s

next time he euters our harbor.

tbe broom factory
Importer of
All Kinds of Spectacles.
The greenback county convention of
Bruner. Mr. Bruner was
Allegan County met at Allegan on Tues
English and Scotch Ales,
This annual school meeting used to be of raised in the business of making and sell—AND
day last, and made the followingnomiua Full Line of (Sold Pena.
considerableinterest in the “days gone ing brooms by his father and understands
lions: N. W. Lewis for senator, Jus.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed. GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,
by,” but at present, it is a mere formality every branch of it in all its details. He
Bundle in the First district, and H. E.
In bulk and In Bottla.
of reviewing tbe work of the Board of has already started with two machines,
Holland, March 24, 1878.
6— ly.
Blackman in the Second district, for reEducation. This Board is held to account and will run four more in a few days.
No. iOO Monroe Street,
presentatives, O. 0. Cackler for Sheriff,
at the spring elections,and we cannot see The first broom of his make was presented
H. B. Hudson for prosecuting attorney, D COT business you can engage In. $5 to $20
DkO I P®r made by any worker of either
a good reason why we should stick to a to us and is on exhibitionin this office.
sex, right in their own localities. ParMartin Cook fof treasurer, W. F. Benson
Alao Agent for Robert Smith Brewery, N. W
mere
v
Come and see it! Mr. Bruner, we are
tlcnlars and sampleaworth $5 free. Improve your
3r. of 5tb and Minor streeta, Philadelphia.Mr.
for county clerk, G. W. Dunwell for repleased to say, has come to stay, and laid
Robert timith, baa succeeded in making and In*
A<idr<,M‘H?,’ *
While taking a drive through our sur^
gister, Gerrit Stegeraan, for surveyor, R.
troduclng an Ale, which he calls “India Pale Ale,**
'his foundationdeep. His first move was
and ha. anceeededso well that It la highly recomrounding farming country we noticed corn
L. Newnham and J. M. Eaton for circuit
mended aa a tonic for weak persona.
t\ induce some of our farmers to plant
looking better than we have ever seen it
court commissioners, and Drs. Stimson
Farm
for Sale.
braom corn, one of whom came to us—
before. During a thirty mile drive we
and Pengally for coroners. Twenty-two I Will sell ighty acres
________
of splendid clay A splendid stock of Cigars and
Mr\M. Van Tubbergen,of Fillmore— to
did not see an acre of poor corn. We also
of the twenty-four towns were represented. soil, six miles from this city
rep rt his success. Mr. Van Tubbergen
and school house,
bai0 ___ ,
noticed that a great many roads were befZm at
2 a
*
ot“er li(luor8 alway8 0“ handbro ight up a sample of his first crop,
i Durtiallv
imnmvflri. Alao
Ahm 10-tf
of
this land is
partiallyimproved.
Thk
following
are
tbe
arrivals
and
clearing fixed up under the supervision of the
40 acres of unimprovedland in the Tewnwbi :h we also have on exhibition, and re- ances up to Friday morning:
highway commissioners, but right here
hip Mf Fillmore. Inquire of
por s that he is well pleased with tbe innoARRIVED.
we would respectfully suggest to our difM. D. HOWARD.
vat m In his pursuitsas a farmer, that it Ang. 24— Schr. Spray, Racine,aondnee.
ferent highway commissioner that they all
“
24“
Wolltn. Milwaokee,light.
is n it half as much trouble to raise broom
“ 24— Prop. M. Grab, Chicago, <0 brls comp.
^ seem to commit the same error in making
Detroit and Milwaukee
roofing, 70 rolea roof paper, 4 brta

at

4 o’clock,

the annual school meeting near the Allegan depot—

will be held in the Union School building.

of Mr. Geo. L.

—

(Blond BapidSt With.

formality.

el

42-tf

cor , as to raise Indian corn, and that the
and fillings to namw. This is
acr yields twice as much money. Thus
not our opinion alone, bat also of people
thii manufactory will give our farmers,
who are always on the road. If there is
wlyihuve suitable lands, another source
not ample room for teams to pass each
t, and the manufactory will need

' there cuts

other it will be followed by loss of life and

limb and property.
and

fillings that will

We have seen

cuts

be extremely danger-

ous as soon as the deep ditches are filled
with snow and thin ice. It may be ca
economy at present, but it will ce
p.’ove expensivein the long run.

augar.
*• 25— Schr. Four Brothcra, Chicago,50 brla Bait.
2fi- “ Eaptnola, MilwaukeeTlight.
M 28- “ Wm. Bate*, Chicago, llAt.
“ IS- “ Tri-Color. Waukegan. light.
28-Prop. M. Groh. Chicago, 8 brU augar, 1»
pkga aundriea.

*
“

and more hands as the business ang-

Bruner intends to manufacthe wholesale market, and con-

its. Mr.
for
ly

expecU

to create'* quite a

in due course of

time.

hearty well wishes to the

buxines*

We extend our
new

enterprise.

CLEARRD.
Ang. 25- Prop. M. Gioh, Chicago, 80m fb atavea.
,r 25— Schr. Four Brother*.Chicago. 80 cda.
hemlock bark, 10 cda wood.
•*

£

::

“ 28- *•

“

Tri-Color, 87 maah lumber.
Spray, Racine, 28 cda wood.
29-Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 1,500 { r ties.

BANKING.

Railroad Hotel,
. Wm.

Grand Haven, Michigan.
The beet accommodation for tbe travelling pubbe found, night or day, at tha
above Hotel. The beat Imported Dqnora and
cigars always on hand.
lic can always

WM.
Qhand Hawn,

April

10,

H.

KIRKLAND.

1878.

BANKER,
• • MlCHlGAJf.

HOLLAND,

H. Kirkland, Proprietor.

19- “

JACOB HI Plira

9-tf

Does a general Banking, Ixcbange, and Cellection business. Collections made on all points ia
the United State* and Europe, Particular attention paid to tbe collections of Banks and Banker*.
Remittances made on tbe day of payment. All
boalnesa Intrustedto me .half bare prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deeoeits, •abject
to cheek at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
•old. Tickets t# and from all points in E.arope
sold at my office

My

JACOB TAN PUTTEN.

-

THE SILENT MELODY.
BT

5

-

1

-

-

^

*

—

had redoubled hit' precautions;but,

OUTU WKVDBLL HOLMES.

Brina me uij* broken harp,1’ be Mid;
“ We both ere wreck e— bat m ye will—
Thoagb all Ita ringing tone* have fled,
Their ecboee linger round It still;
It bad some golden strings,1 know,
But that was long— how long !-«go.

deavors to detect the onlprit
“ But, Parker,” said my uncle, “how
do you come to be so sure that your
secrets have transpired?”
11 By the fundi, Sir George. They
answer to the newt as surely as the bell
i.
down stairs does to the bell-rope. I find
Scarce can my trembling fingersbold
them going tip and down as if they were
The pillart d frame so Tong their own;
We botn are wrecks—a while
" UOI.
’•
sitting in the office.” said Parker, perIt bad some silver strings,I know.
sonifying the- stock exchange for the
I OL
4‘ But on them Time too long has played
The solemn it rain that knows no change,
44 Have all the letters to the clerks
And where of old my fingersstrayed
been examined strictly ?”
The chords they find are new and strange—
44 Yes; I read them all myself.”
Yea l Iron string?— I know— I know—
We both are wreepn of long sgo. T T a n
44 Find nothing in them ?”
..a
44 Mighty little. Some are from home,
« We both are wrecks— s snattered pairme
from friends, andiinoet of them
so
Strango to ourselves in Time's disguise. . .
What say ye to the lovrv-eick sir
om sweethearts,”said Parker, twisting
fro:
That brought the tears 'from Marian's eyes T
his face into a grim smile, 44 and rum
Ayl trust me— under breastsOf snow
things they say in them. V
Hearts could be melted long sgo
And the young men’s letters. Are
*• Or will ye hear the storm-song's crash
they rum, too ?”
That from his dreams the soldier woke
“They are more careful like, os they
And bade him face the lightning’sflash
When battle donds In thunder broke? . .
know I am to see them ; but, Lord save
Wrecks— nought but wrecks I— the time was when
you, sir, they are all stuff; not a
We two were worth s thousandmen 1"
ha’porth of harm in them.”
And so the broken harp they
, [
44 This matter must be seen to,” said
With pitying smiles that none could blame;
my
uncle ; 1 have had my own misAlaa! there's uot a single string
givings on the subject Bring me all
Of all that filled the tarnished frame
But see! like children overjoyed,
the letters Which come to, and are sent
His fingersramblingthroughthe void
by, the clerks for the next week. There
^
“Iclasptbeef Ay . . . mine ancient lyre . . ] is no reason why jfon should have all
Nay,gulaemy wandering Augers . . . there the rum things to yourself,?
They love to dally with the wire
So my uncle had the letters for a week,
As Isaac played with Esau's hair. . .
and found them very much as Parker
Hush 1 je shall hear the famous tune ; t n
That Mgriau called Tho Breath pf! $lne h
had described them. The suspicions

sgo

moment

u

1

4 4

,

.

.

.

.

^

^

bring,

44

!

!

.

•

1'

And

so they softly gather round;
Bapt in his tuneful tranoe he seems;
His fingersmove; but not a sound
A silencelike the song of dreams. . . .
** There ! ye have heard the air,” be cries,
u That broughtthe tears from Marian’s eyee 1"
.'

j

symptoms increased;the Stock Exchange responded more sensitively than
ever ; but not the slightest ground for
suspecting anyone transpired. My uncle was bewildered, and Parker was rapidly verging to insanity, '
i

Ah. smile not at his fond conceit,
Nor deam his fancy wrought In vain;
Te him the unreal sounds are sweet—
No discord mars the silent strain
Scored op.lUkl laM, stak-Ut

44

1

1

of

it

;

neither will

44

1 will not permit it, sir,”

44

Hum ! Then

I

anyone

more

can do no

in

the business. ”

But,” said Parker, whose official nomade him unwilling to break off
the negotiationsin this manner, 44 what
pretense have you for doing this to Mr.
Beaumont, and not to the other clerks ?”
Shall I tell you ? There is no such
person as Elinor Beaumont, and the addiess in Fleet street is a notorioushaunt
of suspected foreigners.”
44 Good gracious!”said my
uncle,
changing color, you don’t say that?”
44 It is a fact, but you will see the necessity of being cautions and silent in
the matter. Detection hangs on a
thread as it stands, and a whisper will
break it”
“What do you mean,” said Parker,
44 about Elinor Beaumont ?
I have seen
her.”
44 There is no Elinor Beaumont in
Jersey. I sent and have ascertainedthe
fact”
“I am sure there is some mistake
about all this, which Beaumont can clear
up.- Let us send for him.”
44 If you do the game is up. I trust,
in fact, he does not know of my visits.
We cannot be too cautious in these mat44

tions

4 4

44

ters.”,

,

It is

i

,

that

entire:

.

,

P&V4TK

Bm

”

j

44

.

aipeiL"'

i

following.

4

ted.

poleon

Beaumont.

My

1

••

4

chieff^

|

f

44

BE LOftG AGO.

Beneath the stars of June,
1 hear the same old tnne
That thrilled my heart in former years
But It has lost ita power
To cheer this gloomy hour, l'
And sounds bnt ooldlyIn my eats.
1

We

Press’d by. the cold and chilling aod ;
But In a brighter sphere
We hear, or seem to
Her hymning praises sweet to God.

hear.

asked:

To burden sore my saddenedheart
But It can never be
What once it wae to me.
Ere hope did from my life depart.

die de

,

, ,

;

,

our

colored visitor on

paper.

<

we

I s’pose

de chile's dispensity. ,

She sank) in to tbe tomb.
Jaet In b?r girlhood'sbloom,
Wnen life was one ewpet, blissfuldream
And Youth with portals ope,
Invoking Love and Hope,
Was 'whelmedIn Tune’s ingulfing stream.

i

orter curridge

How

8o 'neath tho stare of June,
I listen to the tune
That brings to mem’ry Joys now fled;
My heart with grief Is stirred
At each familiar word
Once breathed by her so early dead.

,

d’ye sell yo’

papers ?”
“Dollar and a half a year.”
44 All de same price ?’r

“Yes.”
me

‘

PITH AND POINT.

obsarve one, ef you please,

A great moral show— The hypocrite.

handed him a paper, and be un-

Never abuse a thermometer when

folded it, upside down, scanning it critically on both sides.
4 4

Looks like dar war a

down.

is

Illustratedwith cute—

sight e’ letter-

Editorial ex-

dat

it’s do— de

We

it

1

I done forgot my spectacles changes.
dis morn in’, an’ I omo perzactly tell if
Illustrated
in

in’

t:

1

satisfied

promised Ebahneczah— dafe my oldes’
chile— I promised dat boy I’d prescribe

We

The rainbow hues of life,

With fond affectionrife.
Dissolved Into a mist of team,
Through which we striveIn vain,
'Mid blinding grief and pain,
To Bound the endin'#61 the years.

,

that point also, and he continued.
44 1 fotoh in some ’bacca to-day, an’ I

for a

:

1

,

newspaper shop ?”
We told him it was.
“An’ is you de 1)088 fo’eman obde

We

!

How many memories throng

Subscriber.

new subscriberWednesday.
When we answered bis knock at the
door, he sidled in, took off his hat, and

wuks?”

f

,

got a

Vis

1

The lipe that breath’d It then,
Long time hare silent been,

That old familiar eong

A New

Let
uncle; sah.”

.“Pedantic ass,” muttered my
“ but I suppose we had better give him
his own way. If you meet Parker and
me here at 7 to-night, we shall have
that wonderful desk opened, and your
great discoveries shall be made.”
They met again that evening. The
desk was opened by Parker, and a bundle
of letters carefully packed up, all from
Elinor Beaumont, and a quantity of circulars, play-bills and shop receipts were

!

•

ft1

BT W. W. MALOTT.

was scared by the sounds he heard, and
contrived to escape to France. The
lady who acted the sister, and who visited the Admiralty, partly to put the
authorities off their guard, and probably
also to interchangethe key to the cipher,
was a Parisian celebrity Who botn before and afterward was renowned for her
daring in political intrigue, xi ? bn

14

p*|e—

J

had warned him of the expert’s visits to the Admiralty, and his inquiries in Jersey. He had made an attempt to get admittance to his room, bnt

certainlyhot the clerks,” said
my uncle. “There is no treason there.” handed to the expert, .
said he, pushing back the letters of the
That gentleman read through the
j
.ThevolcOeHnelodiECage.!. Ci'l.n't' day. “By the way, how does young letters, and seemed much struck by the
Beautnonti get 'em t She seems a nice last.
Sweet are the lips of all who sing.
creature,
to judge by
“Read that,” said he, handing it to
When Natures /in ask breathes tiDBought,
herMfek”
*
my
unole. As the letter is important, I
But never yet sapid ^olba or iHtfg
“He is the beet land in the office, a give it
So truly shape our tenderest thought
As when, by life’s decaying fire,
long sight; and his sister is a very sweet,
120 Fleet Steen, Sept. 24, 1803.
Oar fingerssweep tbe strlugleaslyre
Mr Dear Charles:Although we had an adladylike creature. They are orphans,
—AtlanticMonthly for September.
poor things, and ha supports her out of verse wind all the way, we made Without difficulty the port we were bound for. My aunt, in
his salary. . She called at the office two spite of the weight of ber60 yean, enjoyed tho
THE
SBCREUKT.
months ago, and I gate him leave to see
hqr, fpr a few minutes in my room.
About the beginning of this century, he .'knew it Wds against rules, and has
party is mack smaller, and we should enjoy the
while the Revolutionary Wars were rag- ndt seen her hflre again.
!
| j*
visit
ing, communicationin cipher was natu44 But what are we to do?” said my
When I was in Loudon last week I saw our
rally very prevalent ; and ingenuity was uncle.
1 think I will speak to the Cousin Harry, fresh from Windsor. There is
taxed to the utmost on one hand1 to in- First Lord.”
little ohauge to be observed in him— not as
vent, and on the other to detect, the
So he spoke to the First Lord, who much as you would expect Come to us on
Friday.
medium used in secret correspondence. thought thea ffair serious enough.
Yours, very affectionately, Elinor B.
As a rule, the deciphererhad beaten the
44 It must be in the letters,’ said he.
My unole read this out loud, from becipher ; mid no known method was se“It cannot be in the letters,” said my ginning to end, and then he said, 44 Do
cure of detection. / if conventionalsigns uncle. '
you see any tiling suspiciousin that ? It
merely were used, the recnrrepceof the
“As you please,” paid the chief; seems to me very innocent”
differentsymbols gave a key easily fol- 44 but, although you cannot find it there,
44 Hum ! It may be. , Was there anylowed onti - Some ingenious spirits cor- perhaps another can. I would try an
thing else in the desk?” said he, addrewresponded by reference to the pages and
* ' ''om* \
ing Parker.
lines of particular editions of particular
My uncle had no faith in experts, or
44 You may go and look,” growled that
books— others by an agreed-on vocab- Bow street runners, and mistrusted
potentate; and he led the way, the exulary. But these last methods, although them...-Bnthe could not refuse to try pert
f
they might preserve-the secret,disclosed the experiment suggested. So the most
The desk was quite empty, with the
what was often quite as dangerous, that experienced decipherer in London was
exception of two or three scraps of waste
there was a secret. 1 am about to tell suimnonedinto council, and to him the
paper. On one of these the expert
you of a plan which, for a long time, was lettersof the day were secretly submitpounced, and returned with an air of
not only undetected,but unsuspected.
v
elation to the other room. He then unIt was at that time when the first NaHe read them all very carefully, looked folded this scrap of paper, and disclosed
flMpmhlA/l tug fleets and
at them in the light, and looked at the a half-sheet exactly'the size of the paper
light through them. At last he put on which Elinor Beaumont’sletters were
them all aside, excepting one from Eli- written, in which oblong holes at internor
:
•!
vals hod been cut.
greatestprecautions were observed by
He then placed this half-sheet over
“Who is th.
that Trrites this?”
the English Goveramentinregard to the
the letter, and handed both, tons placed,
said the taciturn man of skill at last.
correspondence with jEranoe, and an
44 A very sweet young woman,” said to my uncle, whose astonished eyes read
aBK)um'-hf espionage Was practised at
Parker, smartly; 44 sister of my private the following words, which the holes
the postoffioe which left Sir James Graleft visible:
secretary.”
ham’s subsequentperformances in that
“Fleet wind-bound.Fifty sail of
i4 Does she write often ?”
line far behind. The national excite44 Yes; she is his only correspondent, the lino, 25 smaller. Should the wind
ment was intense, and the political dechange, expect us on Friday.”
and writes about twice a week.”
partment was administeredwith an iron
“The devil!” said my unole; “and
“ Where does she live ?”
Nelson ordered off to the West Ladies.”
44 She lives in Jersey, Beaumont told
My uncle, Sir George Trevor; was, as me. Their father was in business
Then was there, as you may suppose,
all the world then knew, high in the Ad- there.”
hurrying and scurrying, and running
miralty, and, as it was from him that I
And does she always write about the and chasing,and dispatching of Governheard this anecdote,its veracity may be same kind of things— aunt’s rheumatism, ment couriers, audsemphore telegraphs,
depended on.
puraioa, Squire’s tea-parties,, and the and carrier-pigeons,and all -the Old
‘The dispatched to and from the AdWorld means of communicationthen in
miralty were the subject of the greatest
Much the same, excepting when she fashion. The key thus obtained disvigilance and the most stringent regula- speaks of Beaumont himself.”
closed the whole correspondence, which
tions. The clerks were not permitted
turned out to be a series of letters from
44 Hum!” said the expert.
to send or receive letters which were not
the French Government, smuggled into
44 Well’ sir,” said my uncle, who was
first 'submit^ to the ohief clerk, and it
rather impatient of the man of skill’s Jersey. " The result history knows; the
was believed that letters addressed even pomposity; “and what may Hum!’ intended invasion was abandoned,and
tto their private residences were fre- mean? Have the young woman and Napoleon went elsewhere.
•qwently opened at the postofflee.
“But what put you on the scent?”
her aunt’s rheumatism done the misAt the time I speak of, the chief clef k
asked my uncle afterward, with many
was an .elderly man of the name of
*fiuin:l She dates from Fleet street?” apologies to the expert.
Parker— a wizened, wiry dapppr indiy
44 1 suspected the trick from the first,
“And why should she not date from
viduah sol imbtied with the ofljdihl tipc- Fleet street, sir?”
although it was a very good specimen of
vtnie t)f Whitehall that it had '‘become
it The letters were too innocent, and
44 1 should be sorry to prevent her,”
wecond nature to him. He was a genial said the unmoved philosopher. 44 Has had too little point., in them. But they
and kindly soul, keen and edergbtio in this correspondence continued long?”
were done with admirable skill. The
the affairsof his office, and in all others
“.Qh, yes— a oouple of years pr so, grammar was complete; and the little
a mere child.
dots or marks which bunglers use to
but not nearly so regularlyas lately.”
guide them in writing the words which
44 For how long regularly ?”
are to be read were entirely absent The
“ About two months.”
way in which the deception is effected is
44 That is, about the time when you
promising subordinatedin the establish- first suspected the betrayal of confi- this : The oorrespondente,before comment. He was a modest, unassuming dence ?”
mencing, take a sheet of paper and cut
man, very good-looking,with a counholes in it, which, of course, in the two
44 Really, my friend, if you can’t see
tenance and an air suggestiveof de oun- farther into a millstone than that, you half-sheets,exactly correspond. They
nion and melancholy. He was eviprea- may give up the profession,” said my each take one half- sheet, and, when a letly of good education, and probably dent- uncle. “Take my word for it, the ter is to be written,the writer so arbom also, for his manners were well- Beaumonts, have nothing to do with it. ranges the words that those intended to
i&nd indicated good breeding. He easy, Rubbish
be read shall appear in the holes when
native of Jersey, and had been was a
“Hum!” And with that the man of the half-sheet is placed over the paper,
•duced to the notice of the Admiralty skill took his hat and departed, saying which is of the same size. When his
authorities l?y some influentialmember he would return in two days. The two correspondentreceives the letter, he
•of Parliament He was much liked in days, however, were five before he came places his half-sheetover it, and reads
the office, and discharged his duties to back, and was again closeted with my off the words, as you did. The diffiperfection.
uncle and Parker, with whom he had culty, which was so well conquered iu
this case, is to make the sense run fluOne moraing^ Pwkapreeentedhim- fallen into groat disfavor.
ently, and to prevent any visible break
44 Wants to make a job,” said the latself before my uncle' with a Visage pale
in the writing. Without the half-sheet
ter—4*
a
regular
humbug.”
With woe, and trembling wtyh excite44 Sir Gporge,” said, the regular, hum- with the holes in it, no one can have the
ment'
/ i
“\tfhy, whit is tbd matter, Parker? bug, 44 has Mr. Beaumont a locked desk slightest dew to the real meaning.
“My suspicions,once aroused, were
in nib town t
Has Bonapartecome ?”
confirmed by the inquiries which I made.
44 Yes, firfAsaidParker, “he has,”
“ He may ha^e, ‘ for aught I know,”
“Have you. a key which, will open it?” The whole story about the sister was a
said Parker. <( Things are ail wrong,
fabrication. The letters did come from
1 have ; and what of that?”
Sir George !”
44 1 wish to have that gesk opened Jersey,' the answers went to Fleet street,
14 What are wrong?”
‘•The letters are wrong, ltiThete is a without hie knowledge, end the contents to the charge of very nqtorious foreign
.agents. But, if our friend had not been
spy among us. I have known it for broughltome.”
fcK^' enbhgh to le*v$ his half-sheet in
44 And on what pretence,” said my unlong; now I am quite sure; but I cannot
cle, “do you propose to put this.jnsult his desk, we might have groped in vain
find him out”
Parker went on to explain that he had on a man against whom there ie no rea- for thq mystery.”
Beaumont disappearedthat night, and
for some time suspected that some one sonable ground of suspicion, and who
in the office communicated their private has not been allowed to speak for him- was never heard of again at the Admiralty. It transpiredafterward that some
information and dispatchesoutside. He self?”
44

AN IDYL OF

There need be no insult, for he will accomplice

more than ever confirmed in his sus- know nothing
picions, was entirely baffled in his en- else, 44

’Merioan language.”
assured him that it was.

summer

.

A button is a small event which
ways oomiDg off.
’ •>

“In de Democratic or Republican

sah?” !

with plates— Tables

of

hotels.
is al-

•

branch^
Wanted— A life-boat that will float on
Republican.”
a “sea of troubles.”
44 Dat’s de kine ob a book Ebahneczah
gradjurated in, an’ I ariose dis paper
obligate parcel— A young lady
’ud suit him. Dollah ’n half a yeah, wrapped up in herself.
you say, sah? How much is dat a
A dog’s bark may be worse than his
month ?”
bite, but we prefer the bark.
1

’

44

A

44

About

a

Mt”

'

not de man to min’ expense whkr
de propah eddication ob my chillun is
eonsarned. I hoi* dat it’s ebbery puseon’s duty to cultivatehis outspring to
de ’stent of his ableness. Prescribe de
name ob Ebahneczah Snow on yo’
books. Dat’s it. Ef yon’d just put a
few picters in Eb’s paper it ’ud please
de chillun mightily. Here’s 6 cents,
sah. Bend de paper ’long, an* if it gibs
sassefactionI’ll come in an’ prescribe
fob a full month. Good • mornin’ !”—
Texas Intelligencer.
44
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How Popular Songs Are Written.

Why

note

?

is

a rosebud like

a promissory

It matures by falling due.

A doctor may learn to cure by killmay never IfiMTi to tell the truth

ing, but

by

lying.

^

'

uA

runaway match in the insect or
animal world when you see one ant-elope
Is it a

with another?

What is that which never asks any
questions,but requires many answers ?
—The street door.
i

A Western base-ball club has
named Buckwheat. He is said

a

player

to

make

an excellent batter.

44 Beauty and bootv 1” was the cry of
Dexter Smith had written a number of
the
young man who kissed the girl and
clever verses which he batried to his publisher.' That gentleman, after glancing was kicked by her father.
The following may be seen on a
them over, handed them back, with the,
following doubtful criticism : 4;4 These tombstone in a town near Dublin:
Here Bee the body of John Mound,
are very good, Mr. Smith— too good, in
Lost at sea and never found.
fact Yes, they ire too good for me.
At Dijon, France^ at the late popular
Use them in the Atlantic, or some such
place. What I want just now- is some- festival there was upon the programme
thing after this pattern,” and he read 44 a donkey race by gentlemen of the
to the astonished writer some selections oift*
from several of the popular ballads.
Some people have softening of the
Smith was disgusted. “It surely, can’t brain, but the world suffers more from
be possible,” said he, 44 that the public those who have hardening of the
wants such miserable stuff as this. 44 It heart
is not only possible, but true.” “Then
A good clergyman prayed earnestly
I don’t wonder that mine is too good for
for those of his congregation who were
your use. Good-day !” > And the young
too proud to kneel and too lazy to
composer half angnly strode out of the
stand.
office, reflecting upon the degeneracy of
“You've" heard Browne’s married
the public mind. He was going along
again ?” 44 No, has he
Stupid ass
one of the narrow Boston streets, absorbed in his thoughts, when he heard He didn’t deserve to lose his first
wife!”
a dirty little urchin yell to his mother,
Mbs. Partington says she was much
“ Sa-ay, mam ! pot me in my little bed !”
elucidated
last Sunday on hearing a fine
There was his subject! And, going home,
filled with a determination to write the discourseon the parody of the prodig-

\

’

,

?

most unutterable mess of dreariness he
of, he. composed the song
which has since made him famous. His
little joke was well received, and its reputation spread until the sales reached an
enormous figure. In this connection let
me give you the number of copies sold
of a few of the best-known publications
of this kind: “Put Me in My Little
Bed,” by Dexter Smith, 250,000; “Moi
He Darling,” by Will S.: Hays, 40,000;
“Silver Threads Among the Gold,” by
Danks (who is very popular), 75,000;
44 Come Home, Father,” 50,000; 44 Evangehne,” 25,000; 44 Tramp, Tramp,” 100,000; “Norah O’Neill,”100, 00Q; “Sweet
Genevieve,” 20,000. Many of these still
sell steadily, and will doubtless continue
to do so for a number cf years. Songs
written to suit the times frequentlyreach1
immense sales, and, as in book pubHoar
tions, those which appear the weakest
are not infrequently the most success-

could think

,

'

ious

son.

Why

'1

!

"

paper money more valuable
than gold? When you put it in your
pocket you double it, and when you take
it out

is

you find

it in creases.

He was in from the country, and he
came down town for the first time. As

-

he looked at the telegraph wires he said:
44 Why do you make your wire fences so

high?”

......

“I didn’t know,” said an

,-

old lady, as

she had laid down her newspaper, “ that

thieves were so scarce that they had to
advertise for ’em, and offer a reward for
their discovery.’’-'

An uncle recently found his nephew
playing the violin, and the following
hits took place: 4fI fear, nephew, you
lose a great deal of time with this fiddling.” “Sir, I endeavor

to

keep

time.

‘

”

A subscriber wrote to a journal to
make eome inquiries about the next
ful.
world's fair, whereupon the wicked edEffects of the Sutro TunneL
itor rephed that he was under the imA reduction in the temperature of the pression that the next world wouldn’t
2, 000-foot level of the Savage mine from
nave any fair.
120 degrees to 94 degrees,since the Sutrb
Nurse—44 Did you put that nasty mud
tunnel penetrated that bline, is now reported, and the cooling process is still on the door- step. Master Charles ?? Mas,

going on. If the air-draughtthrough the
tunnel into the mines can reduce the
temperature26 degrees, in so short a
time, at a depth of 350 feet below the
level of the tunuel. there is reasonable
prospect that it will ultimatelyhave a
like good effect upon many other mines
put, or to be put, in connection with’ the
tunnel Men can work, without danger
of collapse, at a temperature no higher
than 94 degrees, and thousands of miners
have done good work in tbe gulches at
110 degrees, but, at 120 degrees, it is
impossible for any man, however strong,
to work more than a few minutes without rest. If the Sufcro tunnel should
bring about a like ohauge in the temperature of the Comstock mines generally,
with that already realizedin thc Satage
2,000 foot level, it will be the means not
only of making mining more profitably
but of saving a very gre»t„w^steof life,
and health attendant hitherto upon that
soirt of labor.—
IVdnoisdo Chronicle. '
,

ter Charles—

”

No, nurse.
Nurse (artyou from the window. ” Charles (mow. artfully)— 14 That
you didn’t, for I looked up to all the
windows before I did it.”
fully)—

44

“But I saw

Old Mr, Hennessey was reading about
the monument erected to the memory
of Jonathan Walker, the man with the
branded hand, and he wondered if anybody would ever erect a monument in
remembrance of his brandied nose.—
Chicago Commercial Advertiser.
. Aunt—,*4 Shall I give you a new doU,
Maggie

?”

Maggie —
No,
I should never love

thanks,
another
doll like this ; tor sec, it has only got
one eye, one leg and one arm, and nobody would care tor it if I didn’t.
Proper dolls cun take care of themselves,
ypu know,”

aunty.

Two

4

4

sisters conversing about

a

con-

younger
of the two, Vho had been present,was

cert which had taken place, the

MisiA

asked if
, ode of the singers,
was
encored.
Her
youthful
fancy must
; •
?;?! —
........
'TT/ .
;lj!
Dr. Holmes says that the oiying have beei drawh in another direction,
widows marry first There is nothing for she repHed : “Oh, no ; ahe was not
en corde, she was in velvet.”
Hke wet weather for transplanting.
,

i

{
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POPULAR SCIENCE.

ExtraordinaryEnterprise.
BLAINE AND BE YENS.
grubs and insects be devours than the
The proprietorsof the Western Steam Toharm he does in the few grains of
A Pretty Little Quarrel Growing Out of the bacco Works at Milwaukee,Wil., Mewr* B*
coxq he pulls up. He is one of the
MftMachusett*- Maine Controversy.
Leidersdorf and Henry M. Mendel, have disfarmer’s best friends.
LIVE STOCK COMMISSION.
played energy and bminess capacity in the re[Prom the PhTsdelphU Times.]
Youri readers may not} be aware that newal of their great manufacturing business, MCFARLAND a CO .tt Unled Stock Yards Exchange.
PHODUCB COMMISSION.
Birds Ia the Air, and the Air
els.
Blaine and Devons are not1 the best of destroyed by Are July 9, rarely witnessedeven A O SARGKANT, Gen\. Oommission, VsSo. Water M.
in these progressive business times. Within
The chief peculiarity of Igfotlfl is tfa
their friends. I’U tell you why. Blaine is•fifteendatyWtor thoflrejtoMIesUbliBhedW.H. WILLIAMS 8 OO., Butter 4 Fish, iri So. Water ft.
power of .flight, and, although tbeto 4pe
' iter for one of his diean entire' HUW to4rofict(^'f6rtM
production
a few birds which do ndt fly, most of _ _____
parties— and ;lie:giveB of their famous brands of tobsooo— such as
Seven Shot
them do, and the various organs of their many daring the winter. Deve'nshad “ Sweet Owen," *' Empire " and ” Old Abe " finecut chewing, and “Nigger Hair" and “Bob
bodies are all constructedin such a way been invited and he accepted with alacRoy" smoking tobaccos— at their temporary
as to fit them for a life in the air. Their rity. Txf o or three days before the dinfactory on East Water street. Their proeeqt mabodies are very solid and compact, in or- ner Blaiqe made his speech reflecting chineryis all new and of the latest patterns,
der that most of their weight shall be somewhat heavily on1 the patriotismof thus enabling them to torn out even better goods
We warrant
near the place where the wings are at- Massachusetts,at which Massachusetts than ever before. The pluck and energy dis1 jAtettrtllte1Revolverto be
by Messrs. LeidersdorfA Mendel in thus
f the lest ever offered for the
tached. The feet, legs, head and neck was of course greatly incensed, and played
renewing their groat businessso soon, is somemoney. It Is no cheep castare light, and so arranged that they may Devens, being a large share of Massa- thing that makes ns feel proad of as indicating iron pistol,but manufactured of the bear Englishsteel,
and finished equal to the highest-pricedRevolver In the
be drawn np dose to the body while the chusetts,was incensed as a matter of the character of the businessmen of this conn- market.We haveeoldAuuOof them sinre the firet of
bird is flying. As the neck is long and course. One or two days before the try. Few firms could have so soon recuperated June, and have just contractedwlththemanufacturer
for lObUO more. Our guarantee accompanies each Revery flexible, the bodyxloes not need to dinner was to come off, Devens sent a from a great disaster and b* again running a volver. Cartridgee to fit thorn can be obtained at any
mammoth business within fifteen days. The general
ni ni.t
be pliant, as with most creatures having very cold note, not even offering his
the CHIOAfK) LEDGER Is the LarrW! Best and
firm deserves great credit for its enterprise.
PW*
Uhltod
,Stgtee.i:It is
backbones; bat it is important that the complimentsto Mr. and Mrs, Blaine, Success to the energetic firm of B. Leidersdorf
printedupon large, plain type, and can be eaillly read by
wings should have a firm support,so the tyit saying he felt obliged to withdraw ic Go.— Chicago Times.
.old or young, and ehould be in even household, , 1,
Uttle

Liono
Mendel

acid has been found

by

Dr.

to posse** hypnotic properties.

It is said to act best when sleep is prevented by mental troubles, but it is inoperativeif the sleeplessness is caused
by
“

pain. !

'

The one hundredth anniversaryof the
discovery of -the Sandwich islands by
Capt. Cook will be commemoratedby
the erection of a statue of the great navigator on

Diamond peak, an

cano near

Honolulu.

Establishmentsfor

,

extinct vol-

fix 11$ Vv

refining kerosene

oil are becoming quite

Japan.

'

numerons in

kerosene has been known in that country for
1,200 years, but the art of refiningit
has been acquired within the last seven
years. It is now becoming an important
industry.
It is said the existence of

A new

.

:

copper paint is made in Paris
from porous copper deposited by the
galvanic battery mixed with a varnish.
The solvent of the varnish is benzine.
The copper is very pure and is easily
pulverized,and, when mixed with the
oenzine varnish, may be applied to iron,
brass, plaster or wood. When mixed
with oils, the copper acquires "an antique green hue.
<

/

'

Blasting

by

electricity,one

of the

latest practical developments of science,

is generaUy utilized. The advantages
are great saving of explosive, safety and
protection of life, economy of capital
and time, and overcoming obstacles
that notiiing elsq will, such au flring undef any quantity of watet, sinking o?
driving in soft sandstone, granite splitting, rooting up trees, blasting slag, etc.

Maj. R. Stuart writes from Port au
unknown narcotic
plant which produces coma of any inPrince, describing an

tensity qy duration,or even death itself.

The knowledge of

.the plant is confined

to a few families, and

is

used by miracleinspire their vo-

workers and priests to
taries with awe and dread. Those
blowing its properties and just how long
its influence remains, make a show of

i

_

t

'

bones of the back are united. The his acceptance of Mr. and Mrs. Blaine’s
body of a bird must also be well pro- invitation to dinner— offering no excuse
tected from the cold; for, as it ascends and making no apologies. A distinand descends through -the air, it passes guished English authority, Walpole* I
through regions of very differenttem- think, has said that only the severest illperatures, and it must be provided with ness would excuse the withdrawal of an
a thick and warm covering in order to acceptance to dinner, ' and that even
be able to endfire these sudden changes, death should not release the host after
and one also which shall be very light invitations had been accepted, bat that
and able to shed the water; for, other- it should be the first duty of the execuwise, a bird would be unable to fly. The tor to see that the dinner was given.
feathers of a bird answer to all these Devens is too well acquainted with the
needs, and are so placed upon the body requirementsof polite society not to
that they form a smooth surface which know that he was committing an offense,
does hot catch against the air when the bnt he exaggerated the anger of Massabird is passing through it. In its rapid chusettsand presumed he wat making
ascents and descents, the bird is exposed himseff very popular in Beacon street.
to another danger even greater than the However, liaine’s dinner came off. Sir
sudden changes of temperature.Yon Edward Thornton and many of the
all know that air presses in every direc- diplomatic corpd, Mr. Evarts, and a distion with great force, and that we do not tinguished company were present,and
feel it because there is air in all parts of Devens was not missed. *A we^k afterour bodies as well as outside them, and ward there was a dinner at the White
the pressure of the air inside exactly House— coffee or tqa with every course,
balancesthat of the ontside air. If we as usual, no doubt Blaine was one of
should suddenly take away the outside the guests. So was Devens, who in the
air in any way, such as covering a per- meantime had found out; that Massachuson up with an air-pump receiver, and setts was not disposed to avenge the inquickly and completely exhausting the sult offered by Blaine. There were about
air, the

consequences of the inside pres-

twenty gentlemen, Cabinet officers,Sen-

to life at the

.

:

i

threatened with the loss 6fhigright’perception'ofooloft inaemuAjas colorblindness may come 'on suddenly. The
plan suggested to obviate this is to attach to locomotives a frame containing
pieces of red and green glass, with the
color inscribed over them, tl
through
which the driver can look.
In his late work on the physios of
volcanoes, Dr. Beyer, of Vienna, has
applied the fact that various substances
in a state of fusion have a capacity .for
absorbing gases, and the hypothesis
that beneath the crust of the earth
there is a highly-heated crude mass of
substances— in such a way as to give a
very satisfactory explanation of volcanic
phenomena generally, and to throw

j

(tore.

row?*

proper sure would be very terrible, and, if the atqrs, foreign Ministers and other dismoment. Maj. Stuart thinks it might experiment could be tried quickly tmfcuished gentlemen in the Green
be discovered by experienced botanists, enough, the bod^ would burst like an room of the White House, sticking
and that the plant would prove a valut jxplodinggun, with a loud noise.
tittir gloves and ready for the signal for
able acquisition to medical science as an
When people go up rapidly in a
dinner. Blaine, as usual, was the cenanrosthetdc.
oon or oHmb very high mountains,
ter of attraction, and all the company
Probably the most unexceptionable are troubled by a ringing noise and a faced him. At this point* up comes
explanation of the cause of the ascent feeling of great pressure in the ears and Devens, mincing and smiling. “Ah !
of the sap in plants has been that ad- head, and by palpitation of the heart, Senator,” said he; “ ah I how do you do,
vanced by M. Joseph Boehm. Evapo- bleeding at the nose, and fainting. this evening ?” at the same time extendration having deprived the surface cells These unpleasant and often dangerous ing his hand. Blaine did nob move, bnt
of a plant of some of their moisture, symptoms are caused by the expansion looked first at the outstretchedhand and
the pressure of the air forces them to of the air inside their bodies. In as- then into the eyes of Devens, but oply
contract.But these cells are elastic, and cending very high mountains it is neces- for a moment, when he turned his bjack
have, therefore, artendenoy to return to sary to go very slowly and to stop very to the Attorney General in the face of
their original shape. In reassuming often, to give time for soiho of the ex- the whole company and walked, a^vay
their form they must absorb either air pkndedtair to escape and equalize the without saying a word. Devens* appeor water. Their moisture obstructsthe pressure again. Now, many birds— the tite was not good at that dinner. i
entrance of air, and the greater moisture condor, for example— fly over the tops
of the nearest cells is drawn upon. ofithe highest mountains, and-nearLyall
The Hebrews.
The latter, by similar osmotic action, birds, either occasionally or habitually, /The Jewish Advance, h of Chicago,
make good their loss by a draught upon ascend to very great altitudes, and, un- continues to warn its readers that ithe
the next series of cells, and this is con- less there were some plan for regulating Jews will entirely disappear as a distinued throughout the whole cellular the pressure of the air inside their tinct race if the fatal and increasing tenstructuredown to the roots.
bodies, thqy would suffer gfeat incon- dency to intermarriage with Christians
Dr. Favbe, consulting physician of venience, and even pain and danger. ib not checked. A daughter of the urfe
But they are provided with an arrange- Isaac Friedlander, of San Francisco,
the Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean
railment
by which the air within them can the colossal grain speculator,parried a
road, has arrived at the conclusion that
escape
easily as it expands, and thus Christianwith her father’s consent, and
color-blindnessmay arise from blows or
wounds on the head, and the abuse of keep the pressure within just equal to two children of a prominent arid orthotobacco and spirits. He, therefore, re- that ontside, so that they can, ascend and dox Jewish nrinister of Berlin -Iwve recommends that the working staff of rail- descend as rapidly as they •wish, without cently married out of their ancestral
roads should undergo a periodical exam- feeling the least inooUveqiepce.In the faith. In the posthnmons writings of
ination to decide their oompetercy. body of the bird there are1 Several large Dr. Geiger, the famous rabbi pf Bodin,
There then arises the question, how can bags, like the lungs, called air cham- is published a letter from Mr. Bischoffbers ; many of their bones ore hollow, sheim, a distinguishedJewish scholar of
it be determinedwhen an emplove is
restoring

the dead

ing

and others are pierced with 'long,1- winding tubes called air tubes. All these
air chambers and air tubes are connected with tlie lungs so that air can pass
into and out of them at each breath.:
Ihe connection between these chambers
and the lungs is so complete that a
wounded hawk can breathe tnrongh a bro-

pands, but the bird does not feel any
inconvenience ; for, ac each breath, part
of tllSIriy passes from the air chambers
into
(toga, *6 that the pressure’ on
the inside does not become greater thfin
that on the ontside. —St. Nicholas for

^
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Hrntrnibttr. every purchaserof one of these Revolv-
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To Housekeepers.
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The attention of heads of families is respectfully invitedto the superior quality, in every
respect, of Doolky's Yeast Powdkb. It is en- Brown’s Bronchial Troohxs.for cougiia and colds
tirely free from adulterationof any kind, and
every package contains absolute full weight.
Consumers should bear in mind the fact that a
strictlypure, foil-weightbaking powder, although it costs a little more than the adulterated, cheap, light-weightor balk powders, is
by far the cheapest,both in purse and heilth.

Voluntary assertion should be considered as grand evidence of the merits of a
remedy. [Below is what one person thinks of

YYAgts. O.OOBDON,<tttE.4thSt.,Cftol«telkO-

books,
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Df. Graves’ HEART
a a fare for
Heart Dlfoasti:
* , 97 *
Bibs : Will you plsue send me a bottle of Dr. Gram’
HEART REGULATOR ' 11* expnaa. laee you bare
It advortlaedin the Time*, and 1 oan aay It U the beet
remedy (or the heart ever ofered to the poh"

$10 to $1000

Aihon£ the Jitjf takhzrt t&st I
K. 1NGUA1IAM dt CU.»».
Palpitation, Eulargement, Spasms of
Superiorin design. Not dquMed
In quality,or: a*) itunokMpen.
Heart, Stoppage of the Action of the Heart,
Ask your Jeweler for »Dmn
Trembling all over and about the Heart, OssiAgency
OortlimUBt., N. V.
fication or Bony Formation of the Heart,
Rheumatism,General Debility and Sinking of
the Spirits. Send your name to F. E. Ingalls, sUple article— pleasesevstybody-Tradg continuallytoed everywhere— Best
Best InduceConcord, N. H.. for a pamphlet containing a creasing—Agents wanted
list

of testimonials of cmfes, etc.

Box 1287.

Dr. Graves’ HEART REGULATOR is for sale
by druggistsat 60 cents aad tl per bottle.

Wilhopt’s Tonic. —Safe, Permanent
and Complete !— Wilhoft’s Tonic cures Chills
and Fever, Dumb Chills and Bilious Fevers—
those Titans that kill their thousandswhere
this remedy is unknown. It cures Enlargement of the Spleen. It cures Hypertrophy of
tho Liver. It hurts no one. It cures all types
of MalarialFevers and is perfectly protective
in all its effects. Try Wilhoft’s Tonio, the
greit infallible Chill Cure. Wbkelock, Finlay A Co., Proprietors, New Orleans. 1 *
For hale by au. Dbuqgihts.

Amy Anthony, wife

of Mark Anthony,
6 Locust street,Fall River,

residing at No.

Maas., was afflicted with a severe Felon on her

was induced to try Grace’s 9alVe.
Almost instantlyshe experienced relief from
the pain which had been almost unendurable.
Every other remedy proved unavailing.
finger and
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The Celebrated
“ Matchless"
Wood Tag Ping

PAINMEADY
FOR USE
FOR FAinlKIW AND MANL’FaOTUKKIW.

Tobacco.
Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York. Boston and Chicago.

An Irishman called at a drug store to
get a bottle of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
for the Rheumatism;the dnnrgist asked him
in what part of the body it troubled him most.
“Be me soul," said he, “I have It in every
houl and corner of me."
..

in*

Murray street. New

York.

>

They are unifonn In shade, itnd thAeolor cnn alway*
be matched. Any one
paint with them. . Tiiov have
very superiorcovering propnrde*,and do Act, like tbe
so-calledpatent paints, contain either water, benzine
or alkali. Those paints are in Liquid Form, and are
old In Gallon Cans and Barrels. Tuev are alao put up
In small cans of one to five pounds.K« nd for sample
card showing different ibstfee.k. W.
A OO.,
cor. Fulton and William Ste, Naw York.
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asms taken Ip Mr months trv 88,000 people.
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upon the formation of granite, The Cost , of the Late War to Russia.
Warranteda PERFECT CURE for
porpbvritio and vitreous rooks. The
money returned) /or all the ifont
ituluuu uavuj£
having no*
her, ^miuDuun,
partisans.Teeth as
The campaign against Turkey cost woman
form* of Piles, Leprosy, Scnoy.
heated magina, through infiltration,be
well
W
flsja
were
freely
used,
and,
after
ula, Rheumatism, Halt Rheum.
Russia enormously, and the figures
comes charged with liquid and gaseous
Catarrh, Kidney Dihkabks, a»'l
could advantageously be used by the three rounds) one of the wretches was
materials, and develops all the sucPeace Society to bolster up /its argu- severely bitten and retired.
cessive phases of volcanic action. If
Montreal ami lloaton.
ments against all war. In concrete
Sold everywhere. A .00 a Bottle.
Rever’s position is found to be unasAlfirfed Remedy for Blllonanoflg.
c U R
FULLER * KULLKR.A«U.,Chicago
form the St. PetersburgExchange Gasailable, the old method of basing the
Those Who stiff «r from disorderor Inaction
zette gives the disbursementsas fol- of th Oliver will never get the upper hand of the
classification of igneous rocks upon
unruly organ so long as they use such irratheir geological age must be abandoned. lowav* f A Q £Tf\rt r T ~
“The coat Of the\<te®p*jitohas been tional remedies as blue pilL calomel and poenormous. In November, 1876, we con- dophyllin. Bnt from the tried and popular
JoNramm*, Mich.,Deo. 17. IOT.-Vm*™. Fbvlei: I
medicine, Hoe tetter’s Btomach Bitters, they
,/What the Birds Accomplish.
cluded three domestic loans for 350, OCH),- may expect relief with a certainty of obtaining sent you 6u eta. for two boxes of Grace’s Salre, 1 bare
The swallow, swift and night-hawks 000’paper rubles (a ruble is 73.3 oents), it. The influence of the bitters upon the great bad two and have used them on an ulcer on my foot,and
it ia almost well. Respectfullyyours, O. j/VANNlsa.
are the guardians of the atmosphere. and one foreign loan lor 93,750,000 sil- biliarygland is direct, powerful and speedily
They check the increase of insects which ver rubles, 6t 125,000,000 paper rubles. •felt The relief affordeais not spasmodic, bnt
Otherwise overload it f Woodpeckers, 4n addition to this, 285,000,000rabies complete and permanent The sallownesaof
the skin, furred appearance of the tongue, increepers and chickadees are the guard- were advanced by the Imperial Bank;
digestion, oostiyeness, headache, nausea, pains
ians of the trunks of trees. Warblers the aggregate sum of the cost amount- through the right side and shoulder,m fact
and flycatchers protect the foliage. ing to at least 800,000,000rubles. Reck- every accompanimentof the obstinatecomBlackbirds, crows, thrushes and larks oning the expense ofltfie return march plaint are entirely and promptly removed by a
Daily and Weekly, Qnarti, protect the surface of the' soil. Snipe at 50,000,000 rubles, we have a grand course of this inestimablemedicine,in behalf
of which testimony is constantly emanating
BOSTON, MABa
and woodcock protect the soil under the total of 850,000,000 rabies, which will from every quarter and from all classes of soThe Largest,Cheapest and Beet Family Newspaperin
surface. Each tribe has its respective, take 45,000,000rubles a year in interest ciety.
New England. Edited with special reference to the
duties to perform in the economy of na- and sinking fond. Now, as th* outlay
varied tastes and requirementsof the home circle. All
To Develop Hbaltht and Harmo- the foreignand local news publishedpromptly.
ure, and it is an undoubtedfact that, tf occasioned by the imperialdebt is given
nious Action among the organs of secretion, Dslly Transcript,8IO per annum In advance.
all the birds were swept off the face df at 128,000,000 a year in the budget for
digestion and evacuation, take Da. Mon’s
the earth, man could not iliye upon it; 1877, it follows that the war has raised Vegetable Liyxb Pills, which healthfully
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vegetationwould wither and die; insects •bur debt nearly orie-half.”
would become so numerous that no liv7/ A Bulgarian Ontrage.
ing thing conld withstand their attacks.
The wholsale destructionoccasioned by
Three Jewish refugees returned to
grasshoppers, which have : lately devas- Haskoi and entered the shop of a Bultated the West of the United States, is garian baker to' buy bread. ' He refused
caused by the thinning out of the birds, to sell them any, saying, “For you I
such as grouse, prairie-hens, etc., which have no pread; be off as fast as yon can,
feed upon them.' The great and ines- for we do not want Jews.” One of the
timable service done to the farmer, gar- Jews having remonstrated with the
dener'And florist by the birds is only
becoming known by sad experience.
Spare the birds and save your fruit; the remonstrating
little com and fruit taken bv them is and a month’s imprisonment Ultimatemore than compensated by the quanti- ly, however, he reduced the blows to
ties of noxions insects they destroy. twenty- five, and the imprisonment to
The long-persecuted crow has been one day, and finished by banishing the
found by actual experiment to do far unfortunateman lor life from bis native
more good by the vast quantities of place. The baker got off scot-free.

stimulate the liver, give tone and regularity to
the liver, counteract a tendency to costiveness
and, purity the blood. Their cathartic action is
nn accompanied by griping, and is never violent

and abrupt but aiways gradual and natural
These plus are of the greatest assistancein
overcomingscrofulous tumors and eruptive
maladies.All Druggists sell it.
yean Mrs. WINSLOW’S
has been used for children
with never-failingsuccess. It corrects acidity
of the stomach, relieveswind colic, regulates
the bowels, cures dyienteryand diarrhea,
whether ariaing from teethingor other causes.
An old and well-tried remedy. 25 cts a bottle.
Tog upwards of

30

SOOTHING SIRUP

The Chicago Ledger is

the only rePaper published In the West, and

liable Story
is sold for half the price of Eastern papers of

(

RUFFORD'S SONS, ManufacturingPublisher*.

For loss of oud, hors ail, red w*ter in
The TIFFIN Well itorliiRmid Roek
oowa,loBi of Appetite, rot, or murrain ia sheep; Drilling Riiehhtt is the t/nly Machine that
will mccced everywhere. It nukes tha beat
thick wind, broken wind and roaring, and for
of wells tn any soil 6r rock. One man And one
all obstrootioofl of the kidneys in hones, use
horae Cnn make from 925 10 •nOitdny.
Sheridan's Cavalry ConditionPoolers. Don’t
Circularsand references sent free. No Pa*.
boy a large pack of worthlesspbWder. • •
*nt RiohtiBwinbIji. Address in til
LOOMia A X YMAW. TIFFIX, OHIO.

What will you read when the evenwhich he says: inga grow long and oool ? Did von ever read
V The majority of the Parisian, Israel- The Best Family Paper in the United States?
If not, send Ten Cents, and get three speciites have cast aside ceremonial and ritmen copies. Address,The Ledger, Chicago, III
ualistic obsei vances to such to extent
To cleanse and whiten the teeth, to sweeten
that they continue Jews only in name.
Many of the best and wealthiest fami- the breath, use Brown’s CamphoratedSaponaceous Deutifrioe. Twenty-fiveoents a bottle.
lies attend no synagogue,and, what is
worse, marry their daughters to ChrisIMPORTANT NOTICE.-Fnrmers,Fnmltians. If the wives do not themselves lles and Others oan purchase no remedy equal to Dr.
embrace Christianity,the children, at TOBIAS’ VENETIAN LINIMENT,/ foy the cure of
least, are certain to be raised in that Cholera,Diarrhoea, Dyeeutery, Croup, Colic and Be*taken internally (It U perfectly harm leal see
faith. The ultimate result of all this eickneM,
oath accompanyingeach bottle) ^nd externally(or
Chronic
Rheumatism, Hom dacha, Toothache,Sore
can only be the gradual transferof the
Tnroat, CuU, Burns, Swellings. Bruises, Mosquito
Jewish people to the prevailing religion.” Hites, Old Sores, Pains In Limbs, Back and Cbest. Tbe
VENETIAN LINIMENT waa Introduced in lM7,and
one who haa used it but contlnuee to do so, many
A prize fight between women took no
stating if It was Ten Dollarsa Bnttlo they would not be
without
it. Tbouaandaof .Certificates can be Been at
place at Oobridge, near Hanley, Eng., a
too Depot, epeaking of its wonderful curatlre proper
ties. Sold by tbe DrugglsU at 40 eta. Depot, 4*
Paris, written in 1872,
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River Street,

tbeChicagoA; Michigan Lake
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G.VAN PUTTEN &-SON8.
Holland. Aug.

knows such fruit at sight. The yellows
has ruined— killed outright—nearly all
the peach orchards in the vicinity and
round about St. Joseph and Benton Harbor, and the trees in and around South
Haven are fast going the same way. If
any one doubts these statementsthey con
address Hon. T. T. Lyon, at the
place. Mr. L.

to oblige

any one

diseased peach tree. This thorough

been and

Which
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were, the peach oichards of
Jersey and Maryland.
But

it
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Fowls seem to need some stimulating
food, or, rather, an occasional seasoning
All kinds of Ready Made Slii^ts-inof their different feeds of grain in its
cluding Fine White Shirts, from 85c to
varied forms. Some breeders resort to
prepared foods, or some of the condimen- $1.75; Sailors’Blue Flannel, Hickory and
which are now so prom- Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the

inently brought before the puplic.
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Sultan Linen Collar

them knowingly. There are some of the
preparations,however, which are to be with a
by those who do not know anythingabout

compounding

preparations

of any

Other things being equal, the simplest
thing that can be used
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A TBEB resembling the cedar, but with
foliage so full of combustible oil that it

BOOKBINDING!
The undersignedwishes to Inform

friends
goes off like a Hash
the application of and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon . ho has made arrangea match, is one of the wonders of Nevada.
ments with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, at Holland, atwhose
Within five minutes a beautiful green tree, store on River street all Job work for binding cal
be left. I have purchaseda new andcompletc line
with spreading branches,is changed into of tools and stock and wlllfarnlsh flnt-clss*work

oh

a charred and blackened trunk.

„ „
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Mothers Read This
If you want a sale sure and reliable medicine
your chldren. for diarrhoea,flux, summer eom-

for

SCHOUTEN’S

DR.

ra*0i

mm,

Hundreds of Mothers will testify as to the value
of this preparation, not only In the above named

car

m

it.

j*

does not only check dlarrhoaA dysentery,
mer complain, etc., but It cures^rlplngany
curetfrlpliig.and win™
wind
wile, rejnilatesthe bowels, corrects acidliy and
Irregularitiesof the stomach, bowels ard liver,
quiets the netres,allays InternalIrritation,Invigorates the digestive organs, and gives tone to
It

0 '<y.1len!.,iIl,he|P8 nature by assisting
deutltlon— aiding digestion and checkingthe green
evacuations which are so troublesomeand dangerous during that period of infancy. Address,

81*flraSCHOUTEN,

M. D.
Holland, Michigan.
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where on Harrington’s Dock, or near Roost’s
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WM. LIECHNER.
Grand Rapids, Mioh.
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R. T. ROGERS.
(Captain of the propeller Rogers.)
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SAT on the radfca/ct<r«(without medIcine) of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity.Impedimenta to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Kpil
upsy and Fits induced by aelf-lndnlgence or sexual
extravagance.Ac.

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
self-abuse may be radicallyenred withoutthe danall those who wish to favor them with part of theii
gerous use of internal medicine or the application
trade.
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at once
simple,certain and effectnal.by means of which
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate
every sufferer, no matter what his condition roav
Son’s Hardware Store.
he, may cure himself cheaply, privately and radiW. BUTKAU,
cally.
J. VAN ZOK6EN.

A

Holland, July

14,

PF" This Lecture should he In the bands of
man In the land.
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or tw o

1878.

every youth and every

TUG FOR SALE.
AM

authorized to sell the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

terms.

“Gem’

post stumps.
Address the Publishers,

MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland.

Holland. Mich

41

Am

DWELL KEBICM
8t.,

Err York; Post Office Box. 4686.

1878. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1878.
Millinery

§

Fancy Dry Goods,

And

a

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,
Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Silks and Shawls.

A Handsome

lot of

selection of

Harrington.

New

Style Ties, also a large

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

and Double Satin Ribbon — entirely

his old

CLOETINGH.

new,

Pine Building Site For Sale.
rpHE

East 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 38. Situated
between J. O. Docpburg'aDrug Store, and P.
& A. Stekctec’sGeneral Store, on Eighth street.
Inquire
». DOESBURG.
Holland. April 7,
8-t f

X

of1877.

:

The undersigned announces to the Public that
iy Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds clearlydemonstrates,from a thirty years’ succesVof Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of

highest Market Price, at the

helps to induce them to lay well and early.

—American

10 to 11 o’clock a.

HENRY WIERICH.

at

all hours.

Hay, Corn, Oata, Butter and Eggs, will

too, are

healthy, sharpens their appetites,and

Liquors.

We

WW

very fond of

and

/~\N Saturday last, two small pass-books,some-

Our stock of sugars cannot be J

1 can make money faster at work for us than at
the best. In this connection Cayenne U anything else. Capital not required;we will beat.
tart you. 113 per day at home made by the
pepper is largely used, especially for young
Industrloui.Men, women, boys aud girls wanted New Orleans, Sugar ................. 8c.
chicks, and for young turkeys, too; but everywhere to worn for ns. Now Is the time.
Extra C ....... ................. .....9c.
Coetly outfit and terms free. Address Tbum A Co.,
it must not be fed in too large quantities. AugnaU, Maine.
A ................................... 10c.
Better feed sparingly and often than at
Great cnauce to matte money. If Granulated .......................... nCt
you can’t get gold you can get
long intervalsand In large quantities. It
greenbacks.We need a person in
have a fine lot of coffees and
should always be fed with soft or mixed
spices, and we have among our large varfood, especially with corn-meal. Mix the publication In the world. Any one can become a
pepper well with the meal before moisten- successful agent. The most elegantworks of an iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per
given free to subscribers.The price Is so low
ing it, so as to insure its being well mixed
that almost everybodysubecribes.One agent re
pound that cannot be surpassed. Try it.
through. Poultry breeders-those who porta making over $150 in a week. A lady agent
orv8 uk ng over 400 subscribersIn ten days. Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit
raise turkeys largely esp^ially-knowthe *""hn°r
makeaoney fast. Yon can devote
including Corn and Tomatoes, etc.,
value of Cayenne pepper, and use it ac-

cordingly. FulLgrown fowls,

Choice Stock of Cigars

B. A.

Extra Lunches prepared

in

the City.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Free Lunch every Morning.

1

GOLD

The finest Saloon

—

in the City.

A complete stock of Groceriesconstanton

often found to be

FT

The finest Restaurant

GROCERIES.-

Cheap Cash Store of

kind.

Store,

VAN LANDEGEND.

Holland, April

tried with caution, for they are prepared numerous to mention, at the

A.

than ever before at the

Hardware

neckties and collars, including the

of these are undoubtedly most excellent,

and a breeder

will sell cheaper

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN,

CANAL STREET,

— IIST

Implements,
I

No. 104 Monroe Street,

toYhat-use111’ dy8eDtery’ and al1 d,Beas®» similar

Grand Rapids, Michigan,

Agricultural

Which

HE?,

_

Henry Weirich

MEAT MARKET um

Stoves,
s.

ID

ON DRAUGHT AT

LEICHNER wilm

Cfifi

Cayenne Pepper.

ALWAYS

NO. 68

^mry

rop*0

Rapids Democrat.

-

WEIRICH’S

cbikfrentresubject. 80 m,“J

The undersigned desiresto announce to

mill

13

how loni iUo<tla|. and wbethsrIn

MALE OR FEMALE.
Price, - - - One Dollar.

Announcement.

P.

LAQER BEER

the
Prtpartd from (lie originalreelpo of DR. HILL,
public in general, that he is now the sole pr..prieand told bj W. JOHNSTON * CO.,
tor of this well-known and popular hotel, and
This fruit brought in by farmers and that he will hereafter give his petsonal attention
161 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT.
sold in bulk 4nd put up by our dealers to the managementof the house and the wants
FOB SALE BY ALL DRUfiBItTB.
of hla guests. The bouse has been refittedand remay safely be relied on to have the meas- furnished, and now offers the best of accommodations to the travelingpublic. It contains 180 handure as represented, equal quality all some and commodious rooms, fifty of which can
tbrouzh the package and free from disease. be had with board at $2.UU per day, and the re- (Jl H H fl ^ not easily earned In these times, but
raalrder at the usual price, Having conductedthe
It behooves our dealers to beware of hotel business in Grand Rapids for the past six- \ / / / 11 can b® ma(le in three months by any
ono of e,ther f0X' ,n any P»rt of the
teen years, and thahkful for former patronage, the
.
who is willingto work steadily
what they are telling. If they are ignor- proprietor hopes foi a continuanceof the same.
at the employment that we furnish. $88 per week
The
rooms
of
Sweet's
Hotel
are
not
excelled
by
ant of the appearance of diseased peaches,
In your own town. You need not be away from
any public house in the 8Ute, the tables are sapover night. You can give your whole time
they owe it to themselvesand their busi- plied with all the markets afford,and careful atten- home
to the work, or only your spare moments. We
tion la given by all employees.
ness to see to this matter at once.
uav® agents who are making over $20 per day.
Hoping to receives liberalpatronagefrom the All who engage at once can make money fast. At
traveling
public,
which
will
be
duly
appreciated
Dealers in Chicago and Milwaukee unthe present time money cannot be made so easily
by the propribior.
and rapidly at any other business. It costs noth
derstand this matter, and thereforesuch
T. H. LYON.
«he business. Term- and $5 outfit free.
fruit finds little favor there, and as a conAddress at once, H. Hallbtt & Co., Portland,
Maine
in !:uar own town. $5 outfit free.
No risk. Reader, If yon want a business
sequence markets in Michigan will be
at which personsol either sex can make
overrun with the stuff so long as sale is great pav all the time they work, write for partlcu- I would respectfullycall the attention of the public that I have on hand a large stock of
found for It.— Ph> Bono Publico in Grand larsto H. Hallett & Co., Portland. Maine.

tal poultry foods,

eH'oS,n,M.J1S.,1K8. 8' ,IK1I,6KMA

Lunch from

The CelebratedCincinnati

CONCENTRATED FORM, FOR

Exertions, Gleet, Stricture,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Holland fruit is all right yet-the disease T,
not having reached that localityyet.
Rapids are so far as
from the contagion.

A

Gonorrhea,Weaknesses, Over-

SWEET’S HOTEL

beyond Holland.

points

of

VIOTORINK E. HICKMAN, Mortgagee.
Lowing A Cross, AU'yt for Mortgagee. 18-18w

Diseases of the Kidneys is Bladder,

ent result is probable.

peiches, it

».thank ,ho Publ,c for th0,r patronageof

the

at

the following described piece or parcel of land situate, lying and being In the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan and known and described as
follows,to- wit: the north half of the south east
quarter of the south-west quarter of section thirteen (13), in town seven (7) north, of range fifteen
(15) west, and containingtwenty acres of land
according to the United States survey be the same
more or less.
Dated, June 6th, 1878.

o

Had the people of St. Joseph and BenHarbor admitted at theoutstart, the
existence of the yellows among them, it
is

EXTRACT

- --

-ton

always

Fair dealing can be relied on.

17th day of September, 1878, “t one
o’clockIn the afternoon at the front door of the
Court House of Ottawa County, In the City of
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premises to he sold
being describedin said mortgage as follows, all

BWeBW

Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to.
New
Wo

hand

Cheap Cash

General Hardware,

is better understoodnow.

v

mortgage, and notes accompanyingthe same,
there Is claimed to be due at the date of this notice,
the sum of $301.60, and an attorney fee of $10,
provided for In said mortgage,and no proceedings
at law or equity having been institutedto recover
the debt secured by said mortgage or any part
thereof; Notice Is hertby qivei,that by virtue of the
power of sale in said mortgkge contained,and of
the statute in such case mane and provided,said
mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises,or so much thereof as may b«
necessary to satisfy said mortgaged debt, the Interest thereon, said attorney fee, and the costs and
expenses of said sale allowed bv law, at public
vendue to the highest, bidder on Tuesday, the

force will conquer time alone can

it

49-1

and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
of Ottawa County, Michigan, July 27th, 1875, in
Liber 7 of mortgages, on page 813, upon which

This disease once swept from existence

os

cement, always on

still

tell.

and Caskets

Setts.

of

Also a complete stock of

work

..

Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F Lot 8, Block 0, West Addition% 175
Store
Lot II, Block 8, Lot 8. Block 11, South
Addition $175 each. Lots l” i,Ti, 5 aTiT fiTock
25, as organised plat near the M. L. S. depot at
E. J.
$M5 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $300 each.
Also 6 lota West of First avenuCat $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
MORTGAGE SALE.
thefol lowing LotsO 1° 11, 12 18, and 14. in Block
E. Lots 2, 4, 5 and i in Block H. The above will rvEFAULT having been made In the conditions
bo sold on long credit and small payments down.
L/ of a certain mortgage dated the 24th day of
May, 1875, made and executedby John M. HickApply to,
man and liopy J. Hickman, hla wife, to Vlctorine
M. D. HOWARD.
K. Hickman, then all ol Ottawa County,Michigan,

going on out there, Together with a large assortment of COOK
STOVES of the best manufsrturers.
and has checked the spread of the disease.
is

SALE.

Planters, Rakes, Hces,

up and burn, root and branch, any

everywhere.

tiil'n.'if t

Hay and Manure Forks.

Com

Druggists

and Parlor

on hand.

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

Plows, Cultivators, Drags,

inaugurated, asMisted by a statute enact-

has

fySold

Will bo found a lai^oaflsortmont of new goods

and the State society in general, has been
ment passed especially

OF

Setts

Coffins

HARRINGTON.

New

Hardware Store
-

Bedroom

No. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
in Holland by Heber Walsh and by all

on

the Michi-

is President of

gan State Pomological Society, lives in
that locationand is acquanted all over
that section of Michigan. A stubborn
fight, led on by Mr. Lyon in particular,

to cut

17, 1878.

At the

have purchased lower than ever

I

cheaper than ever before.

Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Retail

ing

W

J.Vanderveen,

latter

Office

dewribBdLota In thoCItv

there

_

Which

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

be relied upon.

everybody out

diseases

desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific Medicine is told by all Druggists at
$1 per package, or six packagesfor $8. or will be
sent by mail on ricuipt of the money by addiess

I

than worthless fruit should subject the
plead ignorance, for

will sell

all

treating these specialdiseases.

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

ance of diseased poaches, such worse

and

Full particulars In our pamphlets, which we

WASHINGTON STREET.

below and out of sight with
small, wilted, worthless trash— is bad

FURNITURE

The Gray Medicine Go*

no

see for yourself,

'

ominended as an
unfalllngcurefor
Seminal Weakness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency

that follow as a
sequence on Self
LINE OF CARPETS. FROM TIIF.
Abuse; as
»r A FULLCHEAPEST
TO THE BEbT.
xtoiore Takingof memory, Uni- After Taking.
versa! Lassitude.Pain In the Back, Dimness of
Vision,Premature Old Age, and many other diseases that lend to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule are first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.
over Indulgence. The SpecificMedicine l» the re
roltof a life study and many years of experience
in

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

Etc., Etc.

dis-

eared fruit in our market.

that region— putting fair fruit

—

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

the

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

Loss

kinds of

— A.3LSO

Hats & Caps,

in from these localities

alarm.
chard farm,

1—

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.

Shore RaJIroad are diseased, growing on
The

all

Money! Money!!

Specific Medicine

TRADE MARK. Is especially rec TRADE

Borned ont by the late Fire we rv-openedin
arntw More joat completed at oar old stand on

ton Harbor, South Haven and adjacent
localities on

GRAY’S

to call public at-

tention to the fact that more or less of the

peaches brought in from

VAN PUTTEN &

g

'The Great English Hewed

RAOEKE & SON,

!

!

L.

&

S.

etc.

TAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOX.IiA.Hl>,MICH

